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Dear MSC family members,

 

We would like to take this opportunity of another year passing by, to thank you all, on board and ashore, for 
your hard work, commitment and dedication.

Thanks to your professionalism and passion for your job and for MSC, we managed once again to weather 
the storms in this challenging industry.

 

We hope that this year will be a better one, mainly driven by the China and USA trade deal, which should 
bring back confidence to the world; also, thanks to the lack of capacity that could result from the IMO 2020 
sulfur cap which triggered many ship owners, including ourselves, to retrofit a large part of their fleet with 
scrubbers.

 

We wish you and your families a marvelous 2020, filled with joy, success and in very good health.

 

Warmest wishes,

 

Gianluigi Aponte & family
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On the occasion of the 10th anniversary of MSC Shipmanagement, I would like to thank 
everybody for their valuable and high-quality contribution to the continued growth of 
MSC.  
 
Across the MSC Group, our values have never been stronger and more visible in our 
daily work. Caring for our people is closely linked to the constant evolution of our 
company.  
 
It is not by chance that MSC can be proud of its 98% crewing retention rate. We attach 
particular importance to providing a world of career opportunities to all our people, across 
all locations and positions. 
 
We consider our people as our most valuable asset. We rely on all of you to ensure that 
we maximise the performance of our fleet to achieve energy and operational efficiencies, 
supporting our sustainability goals in relation to the protection of the environment. 
 
Our professional approach to the management of our vessels and the measures we 
have introduced to enhance personal safety, navigational safety and safe carriage of 
cargo are of high importance as MSC Shipmanagement has grown tremendously, going 
from just over two dozen ships to over 230 vessels in a relatively short period of time. 
 
The successful deployment of new engineering and technologies across our fleet, which 
are vital for us to be ready to take on the future challenges of our industry, is also a 
significant accomplishment. 
 
My family and I fully appreciate your dedication and commitment both ashore in Cyprus, 
India and Ukraine, as well as on board our ships. We recognise great achievements over 
these past 10 years, which will be covered in this special edition of MSC 
Shipmanagement Magazine. 
 
 
Diego Aponte 
President & CEO 
 

Forewords for 10 years of MSC

Forewords for 10 years of MSC
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ADDRESS BY H.E. THE PRESIDENT OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Mr. DEMETRIS SYLLOURIS FOR A COMMEMORATIVE EDITION ON THE 10
YEAR ANNIVERSARY OF MSC SHIPMANAGEMENT LIMITED 

It is with great pleasure that I address this special commemorative edition
celebrating the 10-year anniversary of MSC Shipmanagement presence in
Cyprus. The Cyprus shipping sector has grown significantly in the last years,
evolving into a robust and reliable industry of renowned global standing. This has 
been the result of the hard work, efforts and commitment of all relevant stakeholders, 
including the competent government departments, now under the umbrella of the 
Deputy Ministry of Shipping and the Cyprus Shipping Chamber. 

Cyprus can boast of being one of the largest ship management centres in the world, 
with the Cyprus Registry ranking as the 11th largest merchant fleet globally. This is a 
particularly impressive accomplishment, especially considering the added challenges 
imposed by the illegal Turkish embargo on Cyprus flag vessels. The success of the 
Cyprus maritime sector has been pivotal in the growth of the Cyprus economy, 
contributing decisively in the economic recovery of the island following the financial 
crisis of 2013. 
The positive impact on all aspects of the economy is directly related to the presence 
of major international players of the shipping sector in Cyprus, including MSC 
Shipmanagement, a world leader in in-house ship management. The trust shown by 
the MSC Group of Companies to the Cyprus shipping sector has been solid, even in 
the midst of harsh times, such as the recent financial crisis and has been crucial in 
invigorating the local economy and job market. 

MSC Shipmanagement is an asset for Cyprus, all the more so as it champions the 
implementation and promotion of sustainability in its business practices, adhering to 
the Ten Principles of the United Nations Global Compact in the areas of human rights, 
labour, environment and anti-corruption. We are indeed proud that a Cypriot based 
company is an internationally recognized pioneer in green economy and corporate social 
responsibility. We consider MSC Shipmanagement as a leading example for Cyprus and 
the wider region. 

Wishing you every success in your current work and future endeavours, I remain 
confident that MSC Shipmanagement shall continue to grow and flourish for years to 
come, hand in hand with the Cyprus shipping sector, always having as a priority the 
wellbeing of its people and the promotion of a high standard sustainable and ethical 
business model. The House of Representatives will continue to be a trusted partner that 
actively supports all stakeholders of the Cyprus shipping sector in their mission.

Demetris Syllouris,
President of the House of Representatives
of the Republic of Cyprus.

27 September 2019
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ADDRESS BY CHAIRMAN OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE OF MARINE TRANSPORT REPUBLIC OF UKRAINE
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Dear MSC Shipmanagement Family Members,

Greetings for the New Year!

As we enter our 12th year of operation at Cyprus, 
let’s pause for a moment and reflect on the years 
that have passed by. Reflection makes us wiser 
and allows us to self-evaluate our own work and 
become wiser.

“By three methods we may learn wisdom: First, by 
reflection, which is noblest; second is by imitation, 
which is easiest; and third by experience, which is 
the bitterest.” This famous quote from Confucius 
holds so true even today. Imitation means here 
to learn from behaviors which has made others 
successful and can be compared with getting 
inspired by others. Experience is always a great 
teacher as we know from our daily work.

‘Follow effective action with quiet 
reflection. From the quiet reflection,
will come even more effective action.’ 
Peter Drucker 

I strongly urge to all of you to make the habit of 
reflection, starting with minimum 10 minutes a day 
and this can bring wonders to your performance. 
Reflection is nothing but a careful thought, it gives 
the brain an opportunity to pause amidst the hectic 
day, analyse various observations, and experiences, 
consider multiple possible scenarios, and create 
meaning. This meaning becomes learning, which 
can then shape future mind-sets and actions. For 
an organization like us, which is, people centric, 
this “meaning making” is crucial to our ongoing 
growth and development. We can leverage on our 
achievements as a platform for higher possibilities 
of future.

Reflecting on these 11 years of an incredible journey 
brings immense pride and sense of achievement 
and gives a higher sense of purpose in what we 
all do in our daily lives whether on board or in 
office. Our fleet has not only become more energy 
efficient, environmentally friendly & reliable but 
also boasts of a winning team whose hard work 
and passion brings extra ordinary results like 98% 
crew retention, continually improving PSC records, 
declining trend in all incidents and accidents and 
most importantly trust and confidence of our 
founder Aponte Family. I am personally grateful 
to each one of you for your great support and 
contribution in creating what we have today. One 
lesson from our own journey is that “Resilience 
at work is the key – it is our ability to grow, renew 

Message By
Group Managing 
Director & CEO 

Prabhat Jha
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ourselves, learn from our failures so that we can fight again and win.”
Today we have in our managed fleet, some of the vessels of 23556 TEU size who are not only among the 
largest container vessels in the world but also set new standards for environment friendly vessel. What a 
pride! Could we imagine this when we started here at Cyprus in year 2008? 

We continue to receive a number of awards each year and this motivates our people especially crew on 
board. As you all know, whatever we do in our offices has to result either directly or indirectly in better 
performance of our crew on board. We are extremely proud of our 98% crew retention rate and thanks to 
our well established training program which not only enhances professional skills but also soft skills like 
leadership ability. Our crew performs most of the maintenance task on board themselves, which not only 
reduces our daily running costs but also increases their knowledge and confidence. This was also evident 
by how successfully our crew on board handled some real emergencies professionally and successfully; 
whether it was a piracy attempt, fire incident or any other incidents. 

AWARDS

 MSC Shipmanagement is an employer of choice and has received numerous awards from both   
 governmental and non-governmental in just over in 10 years of its operations including:

 Green Company of the year award in India and Ukraine 2 years in a row.

 5 years in a row, Best Ship Manager award in India

 4 years in a row Best Ship Manager award in Ukraine

 Thrice Best Foreign Employer of the Indian seafarer from the Government of India

 Best Cadet Training Program in Ukraine

 Award for Shipping Sector in Cyprus for the largest owned ship management company and for
 creating a large number of local jobs

 Shipping Industry Award 2017 from the President of Cyprus

 Seafarer of the Year Award at Crewconnect Global Manila 2018

I also take this opportunity to remind all of us that our professional skill, leadership skill, proper 
implementation of Company policies and open communication at all times is key to overcoming any 
challenges. MSC remains dedicated to the personal and professional skills enhancement of all its family 
members and safety of the crew and their welfare is one of our paramount objectives. In my new year 
greetings message some years ago, I had mentioned about removing 4C’s from our daily work to shape up 
the environment on board and ashore and I take this opportunity to emphasize on one of them – Replacing 
‘Controls’ by ‘Coaching & Support’. Today we need our Managers and Supervisors to act like a Coach so that 
our people remain open, curious and creative and nothing comes in way of giving their best. We have taken 
concrete steps over the years to create a coaching culture in our Limassol office and soon we will extend this 
to our other offices and Management team on board.

MSC Group President & CEO Mr. Diego Aponte has put a lot of emphasis on the sustainability and our 
long-term vision is to promote a sustainable business model that goes far beyond a “business as usual” 
approach and we are proud to say that we have made positive progress in embedding sustainability focus 
of MSC at all levels of organization.  As an example, in year 2018, we made our own policy and instructed 
all vessels calling port of Limassol to close the sewage discharge 50 miles before picking up pilot so that 
beaches of Cyprus remain clean and continue to be a top tourist attraction. This initiative of ours received 
appreciation from all sectors of the local government. As per direction of Mr. Diego Aponte, we were given 
the lead role in MACN (Maritime Anti- Corruption Network) which we have been advocating for some time 
to stop facilitation payment that vessels have to give in ports. You all will be proud to know that our Say 
No Campaign at the Suez Canal was highly successful and all our vessels have transited Suez Canal since 
the month of Dec 2018 without giving any facilitation payments like cigarettes, soft drinks etc. We have 
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similar results from our such campaign at Nhava 
Sheva, Mumbai as well. Thank you to all involved 
in this great and bold initiative and making it a 
success. This program is slowly extending to many 
other countries. This not only has potential to save 
us few millions dollars each year but is also our 
contribution to make the world more just, fairer 
and sustainable. Various initiatives like Adopt a 
ship, supporting cadets from various countries 
like Cyprus, India, Ukraine, Russia, South Africa, 
Kenya, Ghana etc. demonstrate our contribution 
for creating job opportunities. We are happy to 
have the opportunity to continue as an important 
contributor to the Group’s annual Sustainability 
report. Our crew and office personnel are fully 
committed to MSC Values and this is also 
demonstrated by their generous contribution for 
Chennai flood relief fund ,Kerala flood relief fund 
and Bahamas Dorian relief fund and various green 
initiatives undertaken by them.

Over the years, we have promoted bold and 
transparent communication at all levels and our 
culture is one where the trust and respect are our 
key drivers. 12th September has been marked 
as a Group Value day to be celebrated each year 
and this further promote teamwork and family 
spirit that runs in our organization. During the 
past years, we also successfully implemented the 
GDPR policies along with focus on our code of 
conduct and we have to embrace data protection 
and cyber security in our daily work to create higher 
awareness.

Turning passion and perseverance into Performance

There is this movie called Bohemian Rhapsody. It 
is now the highest grossing music biopic forever. It 
is based on the iconic British rock band Queen with 
lead singer Freddie Mercury. This band was known 
for innovation at that time and was considered 
motivation for all music videos that we see today. 
Their team members used to hone each work to 
make a song success. Freddie Mercury thought 
that he could be even more successful without the 
band and went solo. As a solo he failed- he had 
great musicians who did everything he asked them 
to do but it did not translate into success- because 
he had only ‘yes men’ who didn’t contribute to 
anything unlike his old band team members and 
he finally went back to band apologizing his team 
members. Afterwards ‘Queen’ went on to become
bestselling music artists of all times and won many 
Guinness book of world records.

At this point, I would like to stress that

If one of these is not there, we will not be what 
we are today. So, I count on all of your teamwork 
and urge to unite all our different competencies 
for a single purpose. We are a purpose driven 
organization, and this keep us committed and 
energized and helps us improve our performance. 
Whatever is your area, innovate and dare to lead! 
We must be creative enough to produce a range of 
alternative solutions to challenges that we have or 
that our industry faces.

Today we are using technology to bring efficiency 
and reliability in our operation and doing a lot 
of collaboration including some universities for 
research as with today’s technology we cannot 
achieve the targets set by our industry to make 
ships carbon emission free. ‘IMO’s GHG Strategy 
calls for a 40% improvement in CO2 emissions per 
“transport work”, as an average across international 
shipping by 2030 compared to 2008 as well as a 
50% reduction in total annual Green House Gas 
(GHG) emissions from shipping by 2050 compared 
to 2008’. This we can achieve only by greater 
collaboration in our industry.

Results from our recently concluded 3rd biennial 
crew engagement survey confirms Overall 
Improvement in all key areas as compared to past 
surveys of 2015 and 2017. 2/3rd crew members 
wish to work for us forever and our Net Promoter 
Score (NPS) 38 is sustained at good level among 
seafarers. Looking at all Key Areas, we score high at 
an average of 6.31 (out of 7) - this is remarkably high 
and unprecedented in similar surveys conducted 
in industry. The three highest scores were found 
among Sustainability 6.60, Commitment 6.43 & 
Company Values 6.42, all exceptionally good result. 
New Key area on “MSC Attractiveness compared 
with others” gave very high rating at 6.33 (out of 
7). When asked if “MSC had improved over the 
past two years” all seafarers, gave score 6.35 (out 
of 7). A big thank you to our team at Cyprus, India 
and Ukraine for this extra ordinary achievement 
as crew engagement is critical to our performance.

we are successful because we 

work hard, but something very 

important and crucial with this hard 

work is that at MSC we get the right 

environment and mindset so that 

our hard work turns in success.
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We continue to reinforce MSC brand and win hearts 
and minds of seafarers and their families. You will 
have more details of the survey findings in the 
magazine.

We live in a very challenging world, but with each 
challenge comes also great opportunity and 
only way we can utilize these opportunities is by 
innovating forever and to have intense focus on 
everything we do. 
Current year 2020 is full of challenges, mainly 
coming from implementation of IMO 2020 
regulations and we have already completed a 
number of scrubber retrofit projects and next year 
we are scheduled to complete much larger number 
of vessels. It will challenge us, stretch us but we 
remain confident, thanks to the proven ability of 
our team. We have to continue develop ourselves 
so that we can outperform our own performance 
and continue to excel in a challenging and complex 
environment.

How do we improve in the face of complexity?  
• having a more accurate picture of our
 reality,
•  to instill positive habits of thinking, and
•  to break our actions down and 
• Then help us build them back up again. 

“It’s not how good We are now; it’s how good We’re 
going to be that really matters,”

We have to ask ourselves -How do we dedicate 
ourselves to excel in everything we do? I would like 
to share some thoughts- 
1) Have clarity of vision and make small steps 
daily towards our vision so that exceling each 
day becomes our habit.  Small daily acts of 
optimization will lead us to becoming world-class. 
When we go to our limit, our limits expand.

2) Try to develop the habit of being negativity-free 
(a negativity fast) – first for a week, then a month 
and longer -- negativity gives you an excuse, 
makes you feel comfortable by branding yourself 
as a victim. Develop the positive attitude which is a 
must for self-improvement.

Coming back to clarity of vision, I would like to 
share a real life example which I find very inspiring 
and is worth sharing:

Earlier in September 2019 19-year-old Bianca 
Andreescu beat Serena Williams to become the 
first Canadian to win a singles Grand Slam tennis 
title (US Open). She used mental tactics to get to 
this winning level and among one of them was 

writing herself a mock $3.25 million check when 
she was of age 15, representing the winner’s check 
that year at the US Open.  She then updated the 
check each year, as the amount raised, until she 
received the real check for $3.85 million on winning 
day. Her reaction? “I guess this visualization stuff 
works!!” Visualize, visualize, visualize – she did more 
than just write a mock check. To help focus on 
visualization, I came across this three-step question 
sequence - why, what if, and how. 

When you ask “why?”, you’re trying to understand 
something: “Why does this problem exist? Why are 
we doing things the way we’re doing them?” It’s 
basically an understanding question. 

“What if” is an imagination question. You 
understand the problem and now you’re saying, 
“What if we try this or what if we came at the 
problem by doing X, Y or Z?” You’re moving 
now from understanding in the “why” stage to 
imagination in the “what if” stage. 

“How” is really about getting things done. They’re 
very practical questions. “How much is it going to 
cost, how are we going to do it, how will we take 
the first steps.” It’s an interesting, 3-step cycle that 
moves from understanding to imagining to doing.

What we are today is the result of our excellent 
team work and we need to reinforce this. As our 
team grows, we need to make our bond stronger 
and I urge all of you to make more friends at work, 
as not only it takes lot of stress away but also make 
people more engaged, produce high quality of work 
and help us improve. 

Let’s continue to do our best  !
As ever
Prabhat
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 Amin Malik – Safety &  
 Quality Manager
 Team 2

 I Joined MSC as Chief Officer in  
 2005, In MSC every employee’s  
 contribution, his or her hard work  
 is recognized and rewarded.

In MSC, any employee can dream for his or her 
success and if he or she works for his / her success, 
he / she definitely gets that success. Today my 
hard work, dedication, loyalty is recognized and was 
promoted Deputy Manager of Safety Department. 
In MSC, Top Management and Leaders provide 
strategy and direction and provide employees 
the tools that enable them to gather information 
insight and from around the world with respect to 
shipping industry. 

The actions and policies of top management create 
a legacy that inspires others to dream more, learn 
more, do more, become more important and 
valuable for company, and are creating new leaders 
in the company .

In MSC, leadership is not about glorious crowning 
acts. It is about keeping your team focused on 
a goal and motivated to do their best to achieve 
it, especially when the stakes are high and the 

consequences really matter. It is about laying the 
groundwork for others’ success, and then standing 
back and letting them shine.

Under the guidance of our GMD & CEO Mr. P K Jha 
we have learned to Forget about trying to compete 
with someone else. We learned to create your own 
pathway. Create your own new vision.

 Manish Gupta Safety,
 Quality & Insurance
 Senior Manager

 I came to Cyprus in 2012, leaving  
 my wife and (twin) daughters  
 behind. The idea was to settle  
 down in the new role, find a 
suitable house and school and then bring them 
over. Though this took all of three months, when 
they arrived here, I still remember thinking that they 
had grown up so much in that short span of time. 

A thought struck me that day & has stayed with me 
ever since – growth over a large span of time is one 
only human differentiator!

Even when I look at myself with 20 years of being 
associated with the same people and 7 years in 
Cyprus, I see that the boy who had excitedly joined 
Merchant Navy has grown into a calmer indulgent 
father but still values the same family feeling that 
probably attracted me to MSC.

Yesterday this boy was clever, so he wanted to 
change everything around him. Today I am wiser, so 
I am changing myself!

I think of the leadership team in Cyprus as an 
opportunity machine.

As the world keeps getting more and more 
complex, MSC Cyprus keeps creating more and 
more opportunities for me and my team to learn & 
grow.

MSC has given me a purpose and this alone has 
generated a passion to achieve it.

This ability to foresee an almost certain future 
sometimes is a gift from the dynamic leadership in 
this Cypriot Enterprise which has supported me in 
the thick of times and during my worst failures.

I am thankful to MSC for this really smooth journey 
in otherwise choppy waters! 

Reflections:
‘10 years with
MSC family!’
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 Maria Stetsyuk / HR   
 Coordinator – MSC   
 Crewing Services   
 Ukraine

 In May, 2006 the destiny   
 brought me together with   
 MSC. Then I was a neophyte  
 with no experience in the field  
of crewing, however, with a strong desire to delve 
deeper into it. And I was given a chance, a chance 
that changed my life. 

There were 5 employees then, today 66 of us are 
working for MSC Crewing Services Ukraine under 
the management of MSC Shipmanagement LTD. 

The Family Company consisting of so many brilliant 
people ashore and the best seafarers in the world 
have become a significant part of my life. 

My words of eternal gratitude to our Managing 
Director – Mr. Ruslan Bundyuk for his endless 
support, wise advice and trust! Thank You for being 
my Mentor throughout these years! 

My infinite gratitude to Group Managing Director & 
CEO – Mr. Prabhat Jha for the best management in 
the world, for encouragement and care!

I am eternally grateful to Head of Group Learning & 
Organisational Development, 
Sustainability & Support Services – Mrs. Nita Jha 
for being my Mastermind, for the endless energy, 
support and inspiration! 

To MSC Mediterranean Shipping Company S.A. 
(Geneva), MSC Shipmanagement LTD. (Cyprus), 
MSC Crewing Services Ukraine, MSC Crewing 
Services Private Limited (India), all MSC seafarers – 
Thank You for being a part of my soul!

It is hard to convey in words how closely MSC is 
linked with my life and the way I am grateful to the 
Company that has become my second family, my 
home, my world! MSC – My Significant Company!      

 Yevgeniy Semenov / 
 IT Manager - MSC   
 Crewing Services   
 Ukraine

 On my 1st day in MSC I could not
 imagine myself writing these  
 words in 3650 days…
Looking back to those days I realize that 10 years is 
a big period in any career, and no one can get along 

if I he does not like the job he does. So, if you like 
your job, if you are passionate about what you do, 
you can accept more challenges, hence you achieve 
more and get more satisfaction about obstacles 
you overcome.

You never get far on your own, that’s why I feel 
lucky to work in an atmosphere of dedication and 
trust in family who cares and encourages me.
Continuous growth and evolution of our 
company drives my knowledge and expertise that 
consequently makes me confident that we can 
overcome any difficulty and reach any goal.
More decades to come!

 Ruslan Bundyuk /  
 Managing Director -   
 MSC Crewing Services  
 Ukraine

 Since 2008 MSC Crewing  
 Services Ukraine opens its  
 hospitable doors to Ukrainian 
seafarers by guaranteeing equal opportunities, 
continuous evolution and prosperous future to all 
joining MSC Family. 

10 years have passed as one day filled with 
passion, an endless commitment and continued 
dedication to the Company. MSC Family is deeply 
intertwined with my everyday life and has become 
undoubtedly an inherent part of it for these 
consecutive 10 years. 

MSC magically changes world view revealing 
personal sustainable development, confidence in 
the future and bringing an invaluable certainty of 
care from the Company`s side. 

My deepest gratitude to Mr. Prabhat Jha – our 
Group Managing Director & CEO – for open-
mindedness, accessibility as a unique personality 
trait, significant insight, understanding of the 
seafarers̀  value and infinite kind attitude to all MSC 
seafarers! 

I am particularly grateful to Mrs. Nita Jha - Head 
of Group Learning & Organisational Development, 
Sustainability & Support Services – for human-
heartedness, strong desire to lend a helping hand 
to every employee and endless enthusiasm! Mrs. 
Nita Jha has opened a new world for all of us by 
sharing her eternal energy with MSC ashore staff 
and seafarers! 
My words of praise to Mr.Nicolas Petroyannis 
- Director of MSC Shipmanagement LTD. -  for 
wisdom and sagacity, his comprehensive support 
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and faith in development of Ukrainian maritime 
industry. We treasure your invaluable input to the 
opening of MSC Crewing Services Ukraine Training 
center and for being our Mentor! 
I am tremendously proud to be a part of the 
worldwide MSC Family!   

 Darya Buza / Senior   
 Fleet Personnel Officer -
 MSC Crewing Services  
 Ukraine

 10 years in the company…   
 During this time a lot of work 
 has been done, many vessels 
have been taken over and a lot of challenges have 
been overcome.
I can tell exactly that it is a great pleasure to work 
in such professional, experienced and helpful team, 
where you feel yourself as the part of a big MSC 
Family. 

I would like to thank you our management, who 
gave the opportunity to be employed by the 
greatest company in the world. 
All of us are growing together with the company 
and do our best that MSC remains the most 
powerful company in passenger and container 
carriages.

 Miroslava
 Panchulyak / Chief
 Accountant - MSC   
 Crewing Services   
 Ukraine
 
 My path with MSC started 10  
 years ago in January,  
 2009. Since then I occupy the 
position of Chief Accountant and my everyday work 
is tightly connected with assessment and payment 
of the Company`s taxes as well as taxation of the 
income of all staff members from wages obtained. 

From the very beginning of my work for MSC, I 
was and I am infinitely proud that the Company 
possesses full responsibility and uncompromising 
position towards payment of taxes to the budget 
of Ukraine. Transparency and comprehensive 
compliance with current legislation build confidence 
and inspire me to work for the greatest Company! 
MSC demonstrates integrity and serves as an 
example of emulation for the companies in Ukraine, 
which prefer to work in the shadows and avoid 
payment of taxes leading to the poverty of citizens.
 

At the same time, MSC renders its employees a 
unique opportunity to stay healthy with the help of 
medical insurance covered by the Company. At the 
present time this option is an exclusion rather than 
the rule for our country, showing great care from 
the Company`s side. 

Working for MSC makes me feel proud, safe, 
prosperous and valuable. Thank You, my MSC!      

 Leonid Semenov / 
 General Manager   
 MSC Crewing
 Services
 Ukraine

 More than 10 years of work in
 MSC Crewing Services Odessa  
turned out to be the best years of my life as the 
work here became my own cherished hobby.  While 
working in our Company I have always had a strong 
feeling of belongingness, sense of reliable and firm 
support from my colleagues both in Odessa and 
Cyprus offices. 

My colleagues are extremely passionate about 
what we are doing, always ready for challenges 
and overcoming obstacles, strive for innovative 
solutions to embrace change, sharing the family’s 
entrepreneurial spirit, thriving the sense of 
belongingness and family culture, real care of 
people. 

Here I experience real enjoyment of being a 
member of a well-organized and professional team. 
My work here gives me a feeling of satisfaction… 
it’s like listening to wonderful music of a well-tuned, 
acclaimed orchestra. 

This reminds me of words in the famous and very 
beautiful poem by Robert Burns “My heart is in the 
Highlands, my heart is not here…My heart is in the 
Highlands, wherever I go…” 

For each person there is a place on earth where 
he left his heart… Wherever he went wherever he 
flew… As people are saying in our country “Your 
home is where your heart is… Where your heart is 
singing… where people believe in you and wait for 
you ... where they understand and accept… where 
you are always welcome no matter what … Here, 
right here my heart is ... even when I am far away 
my heart reminds me of where the house is ... 
where is the place you always want to return to...
Those words precisely and closely describe the 
feelings I harbour for our Company – My heart is 
always with MSC, wherever I go…
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Here, in MSC is my family. Here I feel happy. I love 
my work, the things I’m doing… 

Special thanks for that to Mr. Prabhat Jha, Mrs. Nita 
Jha and Mr. Ruslan Bundyuk.

 Maria Mastoroudes /   
 Office & Quality Systems
 Manager

 MSC’s achievements over the  
 past 10 years are reason enough  
 to celebrate, however it is our  
 future and the opportunities 
ahead that should spark the greatest excitement.

During my 10 years at MSC I have learnt that, just 
when you think you have reached your limit you 
realize that you can grow even further. Nothing 
is impossible and through team work and good 
cooperation we are able to achieve anything.
I am proud to be part of this journey and part of 
a team that embrace challenges and grows with 
opportunities that come our way.

Wishing all Safe Seas.

 Mansoor Saeed 
 MSC HINA

  There were high tides, there   
 were low ebbs. There were   
 excellent sails and there   
 were cherishable berths. It   
 was a cold evening of September 
2006 when I set the sails of my career on board 
MSC India as Third officer. Less I knew that I am 
not only starting my journey as a sailor but also as 
a family member of MSC. Today our relation is 13 
years strong. 

First of all I would like to take this opportunity to 
thank MSC Ship management for giving us this 
moment to look back from where this wonderful 
journey with MSC started. I joined MSC with lots 
of hopes and desires as it was; like now; one of 
world’s best companies in maritime industry. Soon 
I found out that my decision to join MSC was best 
in career pursuit because they always treated me 
and all their employees as family. MSC trained me; 
groomed me; gave me promotions and cared for 
me as and when I needed it. 

I got a lot of support from office whenever I asked 
for it whether it was for urgent leave or it was for 
joining my family on-board.

I can say profoundly that MSC helped me in 
fulfilling my all dreams.

On top MSC gave me opportunity with honour 
& respect to command its vessels for that I will 
always be grateful and I will continue with all my 
professional skills to serve in best interest of MSC. 
As company progresses we will progress.

 Sujit Menon
 Technical Superintendent
 
 For me when I started thinking it  
 was like:
 “Wow. Fifteen years... It’s been  
 an incredible ride. Through the  
 ups and downs, and yes there  
 have been plenty of both. I do 
not know how fast these years passed. But one 
thing is sure that all these years were incredible for 
me. 
 
My career started here with the position of Junior 
Engineer in 2004 onboard MSC CLAUDIA. I was 
young and full of great expectations. I worked very 
hard to reach where I am today, trying to give my 
100% to this company. In my experience at MSC, 
I have learned that progress does not stand still. I 
am thankful that the company provided me with 
opportunities for self-development. As the saying 
goes “No pain, no gain.” However, success makes 
sacrifices worthwhile. 
 
Group values were officially launched last year but 
I felt these values, I have seen these values within 
the company from the day I started my journey 
with MSC, in many untold ways – be it my seniors 
correcting my mistakes, or appraising me for a job 
well done, or making me understand the intricacies 
of the situation and how to handle the tough 
situation. I have learnt it all and I owe this to the 
company. 
 
There haven’t been many constants in my life—
except my family and, my company —you, the MSC 
community. I am very proud to be part of this MSC 
family. 

Thank you for the 15 remarkable years of warmth, 
friendship, and support. Thanks to all of them who 
helped and supported me during all of my Journey, 
with the best of what they can do. 
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 Sudhanshu K. Sinha
 Senior General Manager
 Safety, Quality &
 Insurance

 The more the merrier......... this
 is exactly what the past
 decade has been. Started small,
 taken baby steps and treaded
on challenging routes. Now of course accustomed 
to taking bolder, bigger and huge steps. Time 
just flew by teaching so many important lessons, 
making wiser and stronger while learning in the 
process. Ten years have passed but not a single day 
has been uninspiring. Trust me, this is a good sign 
when and where you want to keep doing your bit 
and look forward to the times ahead to work harder 
without realizing the time span you have already 
spent.
In 2008, in the first year in Cyprus, whenever told 
people about the shipping company I worked for, 
they would invariably associate us with any another 
shipping company which is based in Cyprus 
for many years. Now things have changed, any 
shipping company old or new, big or small has to 
be or rather automatically becomes MSC. From a 
non-entity we have become an identity in 10 years!

The family has grown, the love and respect for 
each other has grown many many fold. United we 
have stood in times of personal and professional 
crisis. Never an onus lied on any individual when 
something went wrong but it always became 
the responsibility of everyone in MSC to fix the 
problem. Never been an individual’s fault when 
something went wrong but to attend to it and solve 
it becomes the duty of the people working here. 
One always got a Back when one needed it the 
most in any predicament. So glad and content to 
say that there has always been an umbrella in rainy 
days.

It has been immensely satisfying to see what has 
been achieved by the company in last 10 years – 
our journey to move from 29 ships to 200 plus 
ships, well on the way of our mission of managing 
500 ships. It has been a coordinated effort of 
colleagues at sea and ashore combined with a 
dynamic leadership. We have managed to change 
the mindset of the colleagues at sea, not to settle 
for anything less than the best which has helped in 
achieving these results. 

This year when my younger daughter turned nine, 
she wanted MSC to be written on her birthday cake. 
In all these years as she grew up, she too felt she 
belonged to this organization in some way. A ship 
named after her makes her immensely proud.

The employer, the workplace, the colleagues have 
all become integral part of an extended family 
and identity which of course is of immense pride. 
Hearts and hearths lie there and with them, no 
matter which part of the world one is born.
The work ethics of the management, dedication of 
the people, the credibility of the company and the 
mindset to be away from the rat race but to be in 
a bigger struggle thinking that there is no finishing 
line have put us on a much bigger platform in 2019 
to accommodate more and to make merry more.

 Marina
 Constantinidou
 Assistant Crewing
 Operations Manager

 Ten years! Seems like yesterday  
 to me.

I was lucky enough to be on board the ship that 
started sailing in October 2008 with Mr. Jha on the 
steering wheel.

Working for MSC I have gained a lot of knowledge 
not only through the day to day work and the 
trainings but above all through working with a boss 
like Mr. Jha. 

He taught everyone a totally different concept of 
shipping, and showed all of us that there is always a 
solution, that there are no problems only challenges 
and that you can manage to produce quality work 
even at less cost.

Over these years I have gained lifelong friends 
whom I can trust, people I share my worries and 
concerns with, people that have been there for my 
happy moments as well as my sad ones.
MSC has been there for me when my husband 
stayed without a job. They offered him work and 
now he is also part of the big family for the past 7 
years.

They say nobody knows what the future will bring 
but one thing is for sure: that MSC will continue 
sailing and I want to stay on board.

 Betania Ostri 
 Cruises Crewing   
 Manager

 If I had to briefly describe my 
 experience working with
 MSC, during these last 13 years, I  
 could say that this is a Company
 where innovating ideas are 
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acknowledged, learning is a continuous process, a 
place where career growth does actually exist, days 
plenty of challenges and self-rewarding projects, a 
workplace of inspiring leadership.

MSC Culture and Values are the most important 
drivers to achieve all our goals.

I’m proud to be part of the MSC Family and looking 
forward to more years propelling together.
 
 Captain Bhaghirat Buch  
 MSC Corinna

 Out of 45 years of my sea career,  
 last 21 years all have been on  
 board MSC ships and I take pride 
 in being a small part of this
 company. Over the years I have
 made many observations, to 
mention few of them as below.

The quality of officers and engineers has improved 
by a great deal, thanks to the in-house training. I 
must appreciate the excellent support from the 
shore staff and their dedication towards their 
duties. This sincerity has brought in the bonding in 
all the staff.

MSC has been a number one company in the world 
not only in looking after staff welfare, also in terms 
of regular payments in spite of market conditions 
being severe, that too without reduction in wages. 
Another very important aspect in maintaining 
number one status is timely supply of original 
spares as per requirement and striving continuously 
for maintaining highest standards of quality.  Best 
part is that commitment to maintain highest 
standards against all odds.  The company policies 
are formed and are adhered to and implemented 
strictly and efficiently. I also admire the recent 
“NO CORRUPTION” policy! Long ago, I had 
given a slogan for the company MSC means “MY 
SHIPPING COMPANY” and I still reassert that. MSC 
still is and will remain a second home for me. 

 M.P. Bhasin
 (Managing Director) -
 MSC Crewing Services  
 India

 What I like about working in MSC  
 for over 10 years is that it is my 
home, it is my company , it is my family.
I feel I am appreciated and allowed to take initiative 
to get things accomplished. 

My superiors trust and support me to produce high 
quality work and results, 
so I work hard with passion to retain that level of 
trust, which keeps me engaged and enthusiastic. 

Moreover, I love the work culture and the core 
values of MSC. 
We are a family company, and I have this deep 
sense of belonging which keeps me focused,
and happy to be a part of such a diverse but close 
knit group. 
Sharing the same vision, the same values and 
working as a team is the greatest perquisite of all. 

MSC has given me sense of belongingness and 
there is feeling of pride working for MSC which gives 
us 
flexibility, motivation and satisfaction and I am 
grateful that I am part of the MSC family. 

 B. Puri  (General
 Manager- Training) -
 MSC Crewing Services  
 India

 In the Last 10 years MSC feels  
 like home to me. All my   
 colleagues are like my family, 
we have the same dynamic that families have – 
the senior or elder look after the younger ones. 
Everyone is there for each other. 
There is a feeling of oneness here probably because 
we all share the same vision. In MSC there is a spirit 
of cooperation and shared values that makes us 
feel that bond we have as a large family. 
Whenever I am able to contribute with my 
experience and skills, I feel I am building a stronger 
and better company and that gives me a great 
feeling of empowerment and accomplishment. 
Finally, it has to be said that in MSC I feel that my 
superiors are genuinely concerned about me as a 
person, not just as an employee. So if there are any 
issues that concern me, they are concerned as well. 
So, in MSC I feel very much at home. What could be 
better than that?
 
 
 Aniket Pradhan
 (General Manager
 Operations) - MSC  
 Crewing Services 
 India

 “ The Last 10 years in MSC I  
 have achieved my Personal as
well as professional growth with a sense of Pride 
and Achievements. 
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“I love MSC because everyone here shares the 
same vision and is dedicated to the mission of the 
company.
We all work towards the common goal and I get 
immense support and encouragement from
from Colleagues, Seniors and my top Management 
in India and Cyprus.
In MSC people care about me as an individual and 
about my professional growth. 
There is a genuine sense of cooperation and shared 
goals all revolving around helping the Seafarers.  
The only family company in the shipping sector 
which not only makes the statement but lives upto 
the expectations of its employees ashore and on 
board.
My Work is facilitated by the fact that top 
management is deeply involved in the day to day 
operations and we all work as a team to achieve our 
objectives.
I am Proud to be a part of this great company and 
to work under the able leadership and Guidance of 
Mr.Prabhat Kumar Jha and Capt. M.P. Bhasin.” 

 Poonam Nagpal 
 Deputy Manager - MSC  
 Crewing Services   
 India

 MSC means MSC Family
 Working in MSC, we feel like our  
 second home.
I joined MSC in 2005 it is already over 10 years 
which are very satisfying filled with team spirit and
Solving challenges together.
MSC consider its employee like family member & 
support like a family member and 
we can see in the MSC work culture.
MSC provides fair opportunities for development 
and growth and ensure to update 
their employees knowledge with regards to the 
latest developments.
MSC really takes care of welfare of their employees 
Management is so approachable & they really 
support us whenever needed. 
MSC has given me sense of belongingness.
Me and my family feels proud to be a part of MSC 
family.
 
 
 Rajib Roy (IT Manager) 
 MSC Crewing Services  
 India

 I have been working at MSC   
 for more than 10 years where
 I am feeling very proud for this

fastest growing company in the world, I learned so 
many concepts that changed my perspective of 
looking at things. 
The company spends on employee leadership 
training and welfare specially for seafarers and 
shore employees.  I am very thankful to the 
management for their great support as always.
MSC take care of welfare of all the employees and I 
feel proud to be a part of the MSC family.

 Rahul Kashyap
 Fleet Superindendent

 I joined MSC in 2005 , however  
 in last 10 years under the   
 guidance of our group CEO Mr.
 Prabhat Kumar Jha , have
 experienced tremendous 
improvement in communication between ship 
staff and office , transparency and rapid growth  of 
mutual trust and cooperation between office and 
floating staff .

This has resulted in substantial enhancement 
in follow ups with ships which has further led to 
consistent and swift upgradation and maintenance 
of ships reflected in our annual PSC Nil deficiency 
record resulting in worldwide recognition of our 
msc fleet indicating long term stability and growth 
which surely has a great positive impact in our 
business of carrying cargo. 

The level of great success that we have achieved is 
a combination of hard work on board ships by our 
dedicated team combined by an excellent follow up 
by our shore team and both teams implementing 
the vision, consistent diligent work and planning of 
our CEO Mr. Prabhat Kumar Jha.

The another major change that I notice in last 
10 years is that the organization has been truly 
transformed into family company with care for 
people , equal unbiased opportunities for all , 
timely sign on , sign offs , no more hesitation 
in direct timely communication with our senior 
management resulting in quick effective solutions 
,and this has actually happened on ground .

Above has been possible by dedicated guidance 
and sharing of feeling of belongingness, the annual 
retention rate for our crew is a prime example and 
proof for same and our head of group learning and 
organizational development Mrs. Nita Jha has had 
a major role to play in groundwork combined with 
providing exceptional motivation and I thank her in 
the capacity of trusted and dedicated employee.
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Being a naval officer’s son whose father had served 
not only the nation but has also been a member of 
MSC family from the very start, sailing has always 
been my first passion as a child. I was so fascinated 
with it that making it my profession was the only 
dream I ever had. MSC let my dream finally come 
true when I was finally selected as a deck cadet in 
“2004”. From then on, there was no looking back. 
I appeared for all of my exams and cleared them 
gradually. A moment of pride subsequently came 
when I acquired 2nd position all over India in my 
Master’s exam in 2018.  

For me MSC is not just a company but a family as 
I grew up with MSC family, where I developed my 
strength and enhanced my skills that evolved me 
personally and professionally both
It’s really admirable how MSC has always taken care 
of us and our family like their own 
All in all, life is beautiful here with MSC especially 
when i have the prerogative to carry my family 
along onboard with my wife & daughter 
accompanying me on several ships.
I shall be egotistical if I do not mention my family 
who has always been there to motivate me all 
throughout and achieve the highest in this field.
In spite of all the challenges of being a seafarer, 
what inspires me every day are the values the 
company focuses. I am grateful to MSC for making 
my childhood dream come true and appreciating 
my efforts. I adore working for MSC because it 
provides a healthy work atmosphere, learning new 
things, exploring the world and motivating my 
team are the best things about my job.

14 Years Journey
with MSC Family

FROM CADET TO CHIEF 

OFFICER, HERE’S A VISUAL 

ROUND UP OF MY 14 YEAR 

JOURNEY WITH MSC FAMILY   

UNEQUIVOCALLY PARIZA IS THE 
“MSC CHILD”. SHE LOVES MSC AS 
THE WAY WE DO

TODAY WE AS MSC FAMILY STAND 
TOGETHER, OFFERS EACH OTHER 
SUPPORT, FOCUS ON GOALS AND 
RESULTS.

Shahid Khan
Chief Officer
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Passenger Bar: L’ ALBATROS (M.V Aurelia)

 Vivek Goyal
 Senior Technical   
 Manager Fleet 1

 It has been a long and wonderful  
 journey. I started my carrier
 as Junior Engineer on MSC 
Ilaria back in year 2001 and continued sailing till 
CE on MSC Donata in 2008. It was an excellent 
opportunity to sail on many challenging vessels 
during this tenure and obtain all the experience and 
knowledge which molded me into a good marine 
engineer. 

In 2008, I was given the opportunity to join shore 
team as Technical superintendent under the 
visionary leadership of Mr P K Jha. I started with 
technical supervision of small vessel MSC Peggy 
and today I have the pride to have in my fleet the 
biggest container carrier on the planet - MSC Nela 
(23656 TEU). It is professionally very satisfying to 
diversify and also manage RO-RO, RO-PAX vessels 
such as MSC Bridge, Jolly express, GNV Atlas and 
Aurelia under my fleet. Managing these vessels 
is different and more challenging than container 
vessels. It requires calm and prompt mind setup 
to handle these vessels as we take care of our 
esteemed passengers onboard. 

We at MSC shipmanagement Cyprus,  have excelled 
and grown from small to massive in just 10 years 
and we wish to continue on our growth path in 
coming years without compromising with our 
values, culture, quality, passion, professionalism 
and belongingness. 

Recently we completed 10 years of successful 
operation in Cyprus since our foundation in 
2008. When I look back at these past years, I feel 
immensely lucky to be a part of MSC family which 
provided huge opportunities to excel professionally 
and personally in life. Every day has been a new 
learning, new challenge, new responsibility, new 
methods to improve ourselves and new targets 
seems to be so achievable. We have taken up 
and completed many industry challenges such 
as installation of ballast water treatment plants, 
scrubbers and so on with such an ease due to 
continuous evolution of our team. Recently we 
accepted the challenge and completed major main 
engine repairs on Aurelia and GNV Atlas in record 
time to respect the trade requirement and respect 
our commitment to the customers.

With our continuous follow up of vessel condition 
and unparalleled assistance to sailing staff, we 
have gained their faith and confidence in our 24x7 

support services. This has resulted in better training 
of sailing staff, increased trust and immaculate 
retention rate of our sailing staff.

 Mrs Nita Jha has given a new direction and 
meaning to human relationship and conveyed the 
real meaning of our company core value of taking 
care of the people and our families. As a result, it 
helps all of us to focus more effectively on our job 
and fulfill our responsibilities more efficiently. 

Every day we live with our core values which are 
far more than words and have derived out straight 
from our hearts.

Our passion and dedication to grow further is 
endless and we all are looking forward to reach new 
heights under the leadership of Mr P K Jha with 
care & love from entire MSC Family. 
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M.V Aurelia
Build Year: November 1980
Passenger Capacity: 2260

Cargo Capacity: 641 cars
LOA: 147 meters
Beam: 25.4 meters

Group Values

Ropax ferry MV GNV Azzura / Passenger Capacity: 2138 / Cargo Capacity: 562 cars / Italy Flag
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 Elita
 Papapanayidou
 Senior Technical
 Purchasing Officer

Living up to the dream
Of being part of the family

I am proud to be
Part of this company

Passion is the mean 
That gives us strength

And drives us to be
One of the best

Being best is achieved
Based on continuous evolution

Motivation is 
The key for this solution

Our family never forgets
The people who help
And cares for them

On every aspect

Lots of opportunities
Thrown on our road

Equal for nationalities
From every corner of the globe

Based on the above
Please see below

Why as an employee
I am proud and pleased

To be part of MSC

Regular meeting, discussion, observation and 
guidance ensure that crew on board are following 
Company’s values, objectives and policies. Crew 
fully realize that the Company has crew welfare and 
their job security always as the focus.

Company has Unflinching commitments to 
honesty and integrity.

Excellent training and support for onboard 
staff’s professional growth.

Transparent appraisal reports, fair opportunities 
for promotions irrespective of nationality.

Company has provided excellent internet and  
onboard communication facilities for crew 
members to be  in touch with families.

Exceptional and prompt technical, safety and 
crewing departments support available on 
24X7.

Care for environment.

Sincere efforts towards crew welfare to keep 
staff onboard motivated and happy.

Continuous efforts to maintain high standards 
of safety culture onboard.

Zero tolerance towards corruption and illegal 
activities.

Work under excellent and skilled shore 
management team

 Capt. Mamunur
 Rahman Khan – MSC   
 BELLE

Group Values

  FAMILY COMPANY

  PASSION

  CONTINUOUS EVOLUTION

  CARE FOR PEOPLE

  EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES
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 Capt. Sergei Selin
 MSC ATLANTIC

 MSC Group Values

 We are in continuous evolution

 We care for people

To meet Company values we conduct regular 
special training of our cadet and 4 ordinary seamen 
with different topics. The rest crew gets standard 
training and is invited to participate.

The last one was on the present route from Agadir 
to Antwerp; it was about ship’s fire systems on 
board, celestial navigation and investigation of sea 
accidents.

All fire systems on board were accumulated into 
one table with easy leaning for new joining crew.
Celestial navigation is the requirement of 2 
independent ways of fixing ship’s position.
It was good to refresh College knowledge and have 
some practice on board.

Investigation of sea accidents – it was given a
tasks to analyse why it happened, what actions
Should be done to avoid accident and subsequent
actions to minimise losses of human life and
property.

 Capt. Schubert Jacinto  
 Pires – MSC Samantha

 A Seafarer’s View on the
 “MSC GROUP VALUES”

 Having spoken to, and discussed 
with, various Seafarers at Sea as well as Shore Staff 
working within MSC, as well as various Personnel 
from the Industry, they all agree that MSC truly 
reflects each of the Group Values to the core. Here’s 
a brief summary of what we are all about –

WE HAVE PASSION

Working for MSC doesn’t feel like Work, as we 
are very Passionate about what we do, as we go 
about it with Enthusiasm to overcome the various 
Challenges that we face through good Teamwork, 
co-ordination with Ground Staff and backing from 
the Top.
Running a Ship Safely & Efficiently is not an 
easy task, as everyone knows, but with Passion, 
Motivation and a Positive Attitude, any and every 
Obstacle can be overcome & everything is Possible!

WE ARE IN CONTINUOUS EVOLUTION

Here at MSC, we are always embracing New 
Technology to constantly Upgrade Our Ships, Our 
Skills and most importantly ourselves, with special 
focus on Safety and Caring for the Environment. 
As the saying goes “Change is the Only 
Constant!”…as times change, so does Technology, 
Regulations and everything else around us, and so 
We too, must Evolve and Adapt to this Constant 
Change, so as to be Sustainable in Challenging & 
ever changing Market Conditions.

WE CARE FOR PEOPLE

MSC’s Retention Rate of its Seafarers and all other 
Employees being the Highest in the Industry, 
speaks for itself. Once you join the MSC Family, you 
just never want to leave and go elsewhere!
It’s because we work with Honesty & Integrity, 
and all relationships that we build over time, are 
Authentic and Long Lasting. Not just with the Staff 
& Employees, but with the Customers as well.
When you Care for your Family of Employees, they 
themselves will extend the same Care and Respect 
for the Customers. Here, we believe that “People” 
always come first!

WE BELIEVE IN EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES

We believe that all People are Equal, and hence we 
see no boundaries between Gender, Nationality, 
or Background. If you’re really good at what you 
do, then you belong to MSC! MSC is committed 
to training & developing our People’s Skills to 
further upgrade each and everyone’s Personal & 
Professional Skills, such that, as MSC grows as an 
Organization, You too grow along with us!

WE ARE A FAMILY COMPANY

Finally, and most importantly, we are a Family 
Company. Just as with the Founding Family, all 
of us here who belong to the MSC Group are One 
Big Family. We Respect each other, and work 
Together through Good Times & through Bad, 
through Sickness and through Health, to overcome 
Obstacles and Challenges together as a Family!
We invite, not just our Employees and Seafarers, 
but all of you Customers as well to come, and be a 
part of our Wonderful Family! 

Welcome to MSC! You will never say Goodbye!!
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MSC Group Value day MSC Crewing Services India - 12th September

Celebrating MSC Group Values
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MSC Group Value day MSC Crewing Services Ukraine - 12th September

Group Values
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MSC Group Value day MSC Shipmanagement Cyprus - 12th September
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MSC Crewing Services Philippines, Inc. - 12th September

Group Values
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GROUP VALUE DAY ON BOARD
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VERY SPECIAL AND MEMORABLE 
MOMENTS

Welcoming Capt. Gianluigi Aponte, Founder of MSC  on his maiden visit to Cyprus

Capt. G.Aponte interacting with senior managers of MSC Shipmanagement during lunch at office
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Inauguration of MSC Shipmanagement office by MSC Group President & CEO  Mr. Diego Aponte

Madam Alexa Aponte Vago, MSC Group CFO on her first visit to MSC Shipmanagement Limassol
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Cultural capital makes a 

significant contribution to an 

organization’s market value - 

between 60% and 95%.” 

Richard Barrett 

Areas of Company Culture:

 Purpose-Driven Performance

 Open communication and Productivity 

 Coaching Culture 

 Complying with Policies
  
 Health and Wellness 

 Family Culture 

Culture has been understood as how collectively 
people think, feel and behave in order to fit into a 
specific environment and it consists of visible and 
invisible attributes including behaviours, processes 
and artefacts and values, thoughts, feelings, beliefs 
and assumptions, respectively. 

MSC Shipmanagement Limited, Cyprus 
(MSCSMCY) is among the biggest in-house ship 
management organisations in the world and it has 
seen exponential growth over the years. Despite 
undergoing several changes, MSCSMCY has stayed 
true to its principles and its backbone that are 
the core technical and operational skills. Because 
of this, we have evolved as a company with 
meaningful company culture. Building such culture 
is important as it contributes to our identity as a 
strong unified workforce with high retention rates 
and an incredible talent pool. The actions of every 
employee everyday synergistically contribute to 
building culture that comprises of six main areas at 
MSC Shipmanagement Limited, Cyprus.  

Purpose-Driven Performance

One of the biggest methods to consistently 
deliver high performance is by making the 
Company’s vision and mission your purpose, 
aided by motivational culture and leadership 
skills. This, in turn, would add to the sustainability 
of the organisation, which in this context would 
mean the longterm impact of the company. Our 
organisational sustainability is a reflection of the 
actions we take as a company and the ideas we 
share with each other and the world. It is made up 
of three key points, which are the following:  

Embracing a work culture that would 
promote flexibility and adaptability 
which involves the willingness to take up 
challenges, accepting changes and making 
continuous improvements  

Incorporating innovative ideas related 
to technology, health and safety, the 
environment, etc. 

Always thinking of long-term successes and 
consequences: how our actions today will 
affect our tomorrow 

Evolution Towards Company Culture
by Nita Jha 

1

2
3

INNOVATION

CULTURE OF
ADAPTABILITY

+ COMPANY
POLICIES

FUTURE
THINKING
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Sustainability paralleled with developing employees 
as a leader within themselves is crucial for the long-
term development of the organisation. Because 
of this, the team can grow and make an impact 
being led by not only the manager but every team 
member too.  

Six main practices that contribute to developing as 
leader in a team environment are:  

 Building a unifying vision towards specific  
 goal and the bigger picture;

 Developing a strategy through a     
 coordinated set of actions; 

 Getting great people on board and   
  empowering everyone on the team; 

 
 Focusing on results which aim to exceed    

 the company’s expectations;  

 Innovating for the future; and 
 
 Leading yourself by self-understanding and  

 self-renewal. 

These have been highlighted as the leadership 
fundamentals by the Harvard Business Review’s 
“Leader’s Handbook”.

Open Communication and Productivity

Communication is an important skill in any 
environment with human interaction. However, 
when it comes to communication in the workplace, 
good communication is an integral element to the 
organization’s success. Open communication is one 
of the pillars of our company culture as it promotes 
transparency down the hierarchy, promotes 
accountability, increasing the sense of a climate of 
trust and promotes feedback culture. It is known 
as one of the key drivers of employee performance 
and it creates a positive impact on three main 
areas: mitigating conflict, increasing employee 
engagement and evolving into a more productive 
and talented workforce. Conflict usually arises from 
being misunderstood, not understanding how 
others communicate and when someone feels 
disregarded- open communication in all these 
situations lays the groundwork for expressing and 
understanding needs and allows information to be 
dispensed in an easy clear manner while respecting 
the opinions of others. Regarding increasing 
employee engagement and productivity, good 
communications skills help in the following ways: 

Gives tools to better understand the needs 
and goals of employees. 

Allows better understanding of what 
motivates and fulfills the employee 

Better understanding of employees’ talents 
and skills that may otherwise go unnoticed. 

Ability to cultivate talents and skills in 
a way that develops them in line with 
company goals. 

Improved connection between co-workers 
for a more positive and satisfying work 
environment. 

Better relationship with managers and 
leaders

All of the above contribute as significant factors 
leading to a workplace that communicates more 
effectively. This in turn establishes a “safe” place 
for people to think creatively and express their 
ideas. It helps employees feel comfortable taking 
ownership for challenges and projects, and results 
in more creative brainstorming or problem-solving 
initiatives. Such innovation, thought and strategy 
will result in us being ahead of our competition and 

VISION STATEMENT:

To manage 500 ships through organic growth 
of human capital, development and continued 
industry collaboration.

MISSION STATEMENT:

To be at the cutting edge of shipmanagment 
operations measured in its reliability,foresight, 
dedication to enviromental protection. This we 
achieve by empowering people, growing teams, 
shifting decision making to frontline and listening-
understanding encouraging dialogue throughout 
the organization.

MSC Shipmanagment Limited Magazine
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the rest of the industry. At MSC, we believe in organic growth and this gives people an opportunity to grow 
and advance with new challenges. This allows professional development and keeps the people motivated. 
It also ensures that the Senior Management stays focused on continuously developing their knowledge so 
that they can provide right support to the rest of the organization. MSC Shipmanagement Limited, Cyprus 
has molded itself as a high performance organisation, where the goal was to create an overall positive 
employee experience where people express their authentic selves through physical involvement, cognitive 
awareness and emotional connections, all leading to maximum productivity being achieved.  

Having a clear focus is the start 

of the journey, not the end. 

The more difficult steps are 

creating the organisation 

and culture to bring our 

ambitions to life.

Satya Nadella, the CEO

of Microsoft

These three words define what MSC believes in. 
These three words represent what MSC aims to 
show in its work. One of the key ways through 
which this is achieved is by open communication. 
The simplest definition of an honest transparent 
workplace is “operating in a way that creates 
openness between managers and employees.” This 
fosters a climate of trust and fosters collaboration 
between the people in the organisation. 

An example where such communication is 
important in promoting honesty and integrity 
is during appraisals. If during the appraisal the 
employees believe that they have performed well 
but the managers suddenly rate them low, this can 
create misunderstandings- however, if the manager 
would have been transparent to the employee, 
giving examples supporting their viewpoints and 
pointing out any weaknesses working on them, 
then there would not have been such differences 
in the appraisal. One should not wait for the 
appraisal to receive feedback. This would not only 
generate trust between manager and employee 

HONESTY, TRANSPARENCY AND INTEGRITY

Team Building Exercise

but also increase the team’s productivity. The 
work produced would also be of a higher standard 
because of the employees’ strengths being 
highlighted so they are motivated to do their 
best whilst putting in effort to overcome their 
weaknesses. 
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Coaching Culture  

Coaching Culture is defined by CIPD (Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development) as “one where the 
principles, beliefs and mindsets driving people’s behavior in the workplace are deeply rooted in the discipline 
of coaching”. Coaching is the key aspect of how leaders, managers and employees engage and develop 
all the people in the organisation, which sequentially engages the stakeholders. MSC Shipmanagement 
Limited, Cyprus has high regard for the coaching culture and it is how we are committed to growing the 
organisation parallel to growing our people too.   

Inspired by Ed Schein’s “Three Levels of Culture”, CIPD has developed a coaching culture model, which 
we follow closely. The reason why coaching culture is represented by a tree is that it is a living organism 
that evolves, grows, and is connected to a larger ecosystem, which can be considered the workplace 
environment. The foliage symbolizes the tangible and observable aspects such as the processes, structures, 
skills and behaviours used in coaching culture.  The trunk and its branches symbolize the core principles 
making up the foundation of coaching culture: attentiveness, collaboration, curiosity, ethicality, growth, 
openness & honesty, reflection and respect. Lastly, the roots symbolize the beliefs and mindsets that are 
ingrained in the organisation and the people. Having the right mindset makes human potential unlimited 
and it allows the right synergies to be created along with channeling the right energies from yourself as an 
individual to your team.
     

MSC CREWING SERVICES UKRAINE - Participants of the training workshop on
‘Excellence through Leadership’

Tree dipicting three levels of culture

Roots: Beliefs
and mindset

Trunk: Branches
Core Principles

Foliage: Visible
Manifiestation
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One of the most tangible benefits of establishing a coaching culture is value creation. Value creation is 
increasingly being recognized as a better management goal than strict financial measures of performance, 
and it loosely is defined as a process that creates outputs that are more valuable than its inputs. It forms 
the basis of efficiency and productivity and we, at MSC, try to incorporate this in our everyday work 
whenever possible. Sustainable value can be understood as when value is created for all the stakeholders 
including the employees, customers and investors in the organisation and a way through this is done is by 
meaningful work. Meaningful work is the most important part of employee engagement – MSC makes sure 
that not only the jobs are meaningful but the people also have the tools and autonomy to succeed. When 
people are given decision-making powers, time and support, productivity is enhanced and they make the 
best out of the available resources, which leads to value creation.

We have taken bold steps to do away with the Command and Control culture, which was a standard 
managerial trait across many industries.  This control culture is being replaced by constant support and 
guidance by the managers so that the organization remains creative and keep its members committed. 
The main objective of this shift was to creating a truly learning organization. Keeping this in mind our 
leadership development course has undergone radical transformation and with completely new content, 
is now delivered as ‘Excellence through Leadership’ and nearly 250 officers have participated in this since 
launch in 3Q/2019. Besides exploring the different leadership characteristics and examining what makes 
a great leader and how the leadership style has to evolve in different situation. Only when our managers 
will develop into leaders, they can see through the competency of the people and will remain optimistic 
about their potential and will resist the temptation to tell the people what to do and how to do it? In our 
new program there is intense focus on five abilities cucial for the successful leadership: Modeling the way, 
Inspiring a Shared vision,Challenging the process, Enabling others to act and Encouraging the Heart. Leading 
by example is more effective than leading by command and today leader cannot command commitment 
and they have to inspire it. A grand dream doesn’t become significant reality through the action of a single 
person – it required team effort, solid trust, deep competence and cool confidence. Situations change 
and this demands thinking outsides the box. We ensure that people are recognized for their efforts and 
contribution. The program further brings clarity on self-development and self-reflection as only when one is 
grounded in the self-knowledge, they can exhibit authentic leadership. Discussion and clarity of emotional 
intelligence and its impact on leadership helps promote team effort and collaboration. After all great leaders 
are confident, connected, committed and courageous.

MSC CREWING SERVICES INDIA - Participants of the training workshop on
‘Excellence through Leadership’
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Vision 2021: From Managers attending “Excellence through coaching” workshop

MSC Shipmanagment Limited Magazine
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Is a role model

Is knowledgeable about subject and 
internal  resources

Knows their boundaries and where 
to go for help

Builds rapport

Invests the required time

Genuine interest and commitment

Withholds judgement 

Is observant 

Helps the individual to get the “bigger 
picture:

Provides one-to- one support

Discusses the results derived from 
performance snapshots

Listens actively, asks questions and 
challenges appropriately 

Assists in the identification of individuals’ 
strengths

Alignment with career aspirations

Reflects on progress, reviewing goals and 
development plans

Keeps individual accountable for actions

WHAT IS THE ROLE
OF A COACH (MANAGER)?

WHAT ARE THE KEY TRAITS 
OF A COACH (MANAGER)?

Participants of the Training on MSC code of conduct, Values and Leadership Development at St. Petersburg
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Passion, Continuous Evolution, Family Company, 
Equal Opportunities and Care for People are what 
MSC strives to achieve on a daily basis. It forms 
the core pillars of our organisation, setting out the 
carpet for what we must base our work and our 
ethics on.

In parallel commitment to our principles, the 
MSC Code of Conduct and our various policies 
are also set in place ensuring that we do the work 
“legally, responsibility and with integrity” as put 
in the words of our MSC Group President & CEO 
Mr Diego Aponte. MSC Code of Business Conduct 
communicates the correct way of doing business 
and it involves the following: environment, human 
rights and labour standards, anti-bribery, conflict of 
interest, sanctions regulations, money laundering, 
antitrust laws, business and financial records, 
contracts, confidential information, data protection 

The five Group Values:

Complying with Policies and privacy (GDPR). These are important for MSC’s 
reputation and relationships with the stakeholders. 

MSC always advocates for the right things. We
believe in our honest, sustainable and ethical 
approaches that add value to not only our 
work, but to ourselves as individuals too. MSC’s 
Sustainability Approach works towards this, being 
devoted to contributing to the realization of the 
UN’s 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. 
We are also an active member of the United 
Nations Global Compact that aligns our business 
strategies with universal values such as protecting 
human rights and protecting our environment, 
which are of utmost importance. Since MSC is 
fully committed to operating in a transparent and 
clean business worldwide, it joined the Maritime 
Anti-Corruption Network (MACN) back in October 
2017 whose objective is to promote good corporate 
practices in the maritime industry in order to 
tackle bribes, facilitation payments, and other 
forms of corruption. It is with great pride that MSC 
upholds the fairest practices at work that also raise 
awareness of the corruption challenges faced by the 
industry. Another policy that recently took shape is 
Anti-Drug Trafficking that endeavours to prevent 
any cases that might involve drug possession, use 
or trafficking case onshore or on board. This, as 
mentioned before, promotes clean business and 
practices that are the best for the organisation, 
the employees and our identity as MSC. This 
ensures that we stay ahead in the industry as an 
organisation that is policy-compliant, just and 
sustainable.
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“DRUG USE AND DRUG TRAFFICKING 
ARE UNLAWFUL AND 

SEVERELY PUNISHABLE BY LAW” 

 

 

 

 
1. DO NOT USE DRUGS. 
2. DO NOT TRAFFIC IN DRUGS – SAY NO TO DRUG ABUSE AND 

SMUGGLING IT COULD ONLY BRING DISASTER UPON YOU AND 
YOUR FAMILY. 

3. IF YOU ARE FOUND GUILTY OF DRUG SMUGGLING OR DRUG 
ABUSE, YOUR CONTRACT OF EMPLOYEMENT WILL 
IMMEDIATELY BE TERMINATED. 

4. IF YOU ARE CHARGED BY THE AUTHORITIES WITH SMUGGLING, 
YOU WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR YOUR OWN DEFENSE COSTS. 

5. IF YOU ARE FOUND GUILTY OF SMUGGLING AND ARE 
SENTENCED TO A PRISON TERM, THE COMPANY WILL NOT 
HAVE ANY FURTHER RESPONSIBILITY TOWARD YOU. 

6. MERE KNOWLEDGE OF SMUGGLING CAN BE PUNISHABLE AS 
SEVERLY AS THE DRUG SMUGGLING ITSELF, UNLESS YOU 
VOLUNTARILY TELL THE AUTHORITIES WHAT YOU KNOW. 
 

YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED 

POSSESION, TRADING ANY ACTIVE OR 
PASSIVE TRAFFIC OF NARCOTICS AND 
ANY ILLEGAL DRUGS WILL RESULT IN 

CRIMINAL PROCECUTION AND 
IMPRISONMENT UP-TO LIFE TIME 

DURATION 

 

 

 

 
 

 

ANY KNOWN FACTS OR SUSPICIONS ON 
POSSESION, USE OR TRAFFIC BY 

ANYONE ON BOARD OR ASHORE MUST 
BE REPORTED IMMEDIATELY TO 

MASTER, 

MSC SHIPMANAGEMENT LTD, 
PHONE:+357 25844800 / 97772075 / 99681757 

& MSC GENEVA SECURITY DEPARTMENT 
PHONE: +41227038888 

Captain Santosh Kumar Gupta MSC PAOLA

Drag warning posters on board our managed vessels
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MSC MARGRIT celebrates 1000 Crew Injury Free Days on board, team led by Capt. Bidyut Banerjee
& Chief Engineer Mr. Chander Singh Chauhan 

 MSC Code of Business Conduct  

 Anti-Drug Trafficking Policy  

 Whistle Blower Policy

 MSC speak-up online platform 

 Anti-bribery Policy  

 MSC Conflicts of Interest Policy

 Data Protection Policy 
 
 Anti-Fraud Policy  

 Social Media Policy  

 Mobile Device Policy  

 Personal Data Privacy Policy  

 Data Portability Policy 

List of Company policies to be complied with at all times
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Health and Wellness  

To keep the body in good health 

is a duty... otherwise we shall 

not be able to keep our mind 

strong and clear

Buddha 

Growing and developing our people is an integral 
part of our company’s culture, as at MSC, we 
believe that people are the most important 
factor in the organisation’s performance. The 
organisation’s ability to sustain extraordinary 
efforts depends on the people – their talent 
and expertise, their ability to innovate and their 
commitment and contribution to company success. 
Therefore, the health and wellbeing of our people is 
a top priority for MSC. 
We care for people.  
It is rather self-explanatory that employees, who 
are happier and healthier at the workplace, feel 
motivated and feel involved are the ones who 
will have higher productivity compared to those 
who feel less engaged with the work. This applies 
especially to the crew on board who have to 
spend long months on sea and might experience 
loneliness. The impact of loneliness is dangerous 
and may increase the risk of disorders such as 
cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, dementia, 
anxiety and depression and therefore, it is 
important to address it and make sure crew 
members do not feel that way in the first place. 
There are several steps that can be taken to tackle 
this issue and that is by increasing engagement 
at all levels. The current state of the level of 
connection must be evaluated and leaders of 
teams must do their best to create opportunities 
to connect and allow the crew to protect their time 
outside work. A culture must be introduced where 
connection is of utmost importance, with special 
focus on connection between team members. 
In order to facilitate this and provide more 
support, the Health and Wellness Committee has 
representatives at management level, officers & 
engineers and at deck, engine & galley level.  
MSC Shipmanagement Limited, Cyprus invests in 
its people and by frequently conducting training 
programmes or seminars (on topics such as 
talent management, leadership development, 
health & wellness, growing & developing people 
and sustainability), we ensure that our people are 

always kept motivated to achieve their potential 
whilst being involved and satisfied with their job. 

Family Culture    

Family Culture is embedded into MSC’s group 
values and we have utmost regard for diversity at 
the workplace, whether this comes in the form of 
different ethnicities, religions, nationalities, ages, 
genders or different values, personality types, 
aspirations and motivations. Along with embracing 
such diversity, engagement with the founding 
family, the Aponte family instills us with pride, 
dedication and commitment to our work as it also 
gives us a sense of belongingness. Through all 
these ways, we as individuals are “glued” to each 
other by the spirit of MSC. MSC takes pride in being 
a family company and this ensures that the people 
of the organisation thrive in the environment and 
act proactively and responsibly. 
Growing and developing crew and shore staff 
professional competence through training in 
both soft and technical skills represents a key 
investment area for the company. The overall aim 
is to build a positive working environment both on 
board vessels and in shore-based offices based on 
the fundamental principles of acting fairly, fostering 
collaboration and building a climate of reciprocal 
trust and mutual respect.

“People believe in the future of the company; they 
feel secure and that MSC cares about people. Our 
Culture is fully aligned to our Vision, Mission and 
Core Values and this is a strong motivator and 
leads to higher level of engagement.

The essence of MSC’S Family culture is deep-
rooted in how collaborative it is, leading to an 
engaging, intellectually stimulating , positively 
challenging work envirnment where the culture of 
progress thrive.
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Mr Prabhat Jha our Group Managing Director and CEO received Kashti  Ratna (Jewel of Shipping) award  in 
the category of  “Ship Manning” presented by Mr. Mansukh Mandaviya, Union Minster Of Shipping, Govt. 
of India. Kashti Ratna is the highest category award presented by Marex Media at a prestigious function at 
Delhi on 1st Oct 2019 attended by various dignitaries from Govt. of India and Shipping industry stalwarts.

‘I dedicate this award to our loyal MSC Family members on board our ships and at our India, Ukraine and 
Cyprus office whose passion and hard work has enabled us to set new standards in Environment protection, 
health & safety initiatives, Welfare of seafarers and People engagement’, said Prabhat Jha on this occasion. 
Our People are today managing one of the largest container ship of the world and our team is ready to face 
challenges of the future, he continued.

Lets continue to do our best for our company MSC and set new standards.

Awards              

FROM LEFT
Capt Kamal Chadha (MAREX Media)
Mr Prabhat Jha – CEO and Group MD – MSC Shipmanagement Ltd.
Mr Mansukh Mandaviya – Union Minister of Shipping, Govt of India
Mr G S Sahney- Ex Director General of Shipping
Mr. Krishnaswamy Natrajan (Director General of Indian Coast Guard)

Kashti Ratna (Jewel of Shipping) award

With our sea and shore staff
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AMVER - Award ceremony at Limassol our team member with US ambassador to Cyprus

AMVER - Award ceremony at Limassol our team member with US ambassador to Cyprus

AMVER, or Automated Mutual-Assistance Vessel Rescue System is a worldwide voluntary reporting system 
sponsored by the United States Coast Guard. It is a computer-based global ship-reporting system, used 
worldwide by search and rescue authorities to arrange for assistance to persons in distress at sea.

The AMVER awards recognize the seafarers who operate the global fleet and bravely assist people in peril at 
sea. Ships sending regular reports also contribute towards assistance and receive the awards as well. They 
also honour the companies who make safety a priority.
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AWARDS

AWARDS

AWARDS
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Samudra Manthan 2019-Award photo – MANNING COMPANY OF THE YEAR

Seafarer of the Year Award at Crewconnect
Manila for Capt. Cherniy 

Sailor Today Award 2018
GREEN COMPANY OF THE YEAR 

Awards

Sailor Today Award 2019
GREEN COMPANY OF THE YEAR
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Offing Maritime Choice Awards 2018
BEST EMPLOYER FOR DRY CARGO VESSELS 
LARGE SEGMENTS

Samudra Manthan 2018-Award photo
SHIPOWNER SHIP MANAGER MANNING 
TRAINING CO. OF THE YEAR

Sailor Today Award 2019  SHIP MANAGER OF THE YEAR
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Survey 
Summary:
MSC SM 
Seafarers 
Engagement 
Survey 2019
By Per Palmer and

Krishan Sharma

This is the 3rd time that MSC Shipmanagement 
(MSC SM) conducts its Seafarers’ Engagement 
Survey. This is done every two years on a truly 
large scale by asking all seagoing staff on leave 
and on the ship since 2015 to participate. It 
highlights the commitment of MSC SM that the 
seagoing staff’s opinion matters in its operational 
excellence, sustainable growth, and progressive 
policy formulation. After all, one of the core values 
of MSC is to care for people. Enshrined in this core 
value is the commitment that “we truly care about 
the satisfaction and loyalty of our customers and 
employees”. Without knowing seafarers’ opinion 
this basic value cannot be achieved and hence the 
commitment to know what seafarers want, their 
likes and dislikes, and how we are doing year after 
year as a MSC SM team. 

This year Comaea Consulting was again engaged 
to conduct the second bi-annual survey to follow-
up and measure improvements and changes 

compared to the result in the earlier two surveys 
over 4 years. Thanks to the earlier two surveys 
we now have a very stable and comprehensive 
structure in measuring our seafarers’ engagement, 
However, this does not mean that we take the 
design of the survey for granted. This time again Mr. 
Prabhat Jha convened a meeting in Mumbai where 
we conducted a full-day workshop with crewing 
managers, office staff, technical managers, and 
a number of seafarers where the Ukraine crewing 
office participated remotely. Although the main 
structure remained the same, we added some new 
questions and three new areas in order to measure 
some changing operational parameters. We once 
again calibrated what is important for seafarers, 
managers, and overall operational excellence. 
Armed with the sign-off from the key stakeholders 
we embarked yet again to ask over 10,000 
seafaring colleagues what do they think in the last 
quarter of 2019!

METHOD

The Seafarer Engagement Survey done in the year 
2019 is now a stable version of the first survey 
conducted in 2015 and further refined in 2017. 
Because of the earlier two survey runs, we had the 
advantage this time to also measure how we are 
doing in comparison to the past 2 years, how has 
our attractiveness as an employer improved, and 
how well the MSC Group Values are understood 
by each of us. While the principles and method 
for collection, analysis, and reporting are similar, 
this time we used technological advancements 
like sending SMS reminders for the first time. It is 
important to note that the survey is confidential 
and no respondent can be identified and remains 
completely anonymous as only two authors had 
access to the data analysis.
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The structure of using Net Promoter Score (NPS) as 
a key measure of how we are faring is an industry 
norm. We used NPS and measured it rigorously. 
We used eight questions per key area to measure 
employee engagement. The survey was primarily 
conducted in English, but we also translated the 
questionnaire to Russian in order to remove any 
language issues especially with the Russian ratings. 
We offered the choice to answer in one of the two 
languages. 

DEMOGRAPHICS AND
RESPONSE RATE

In this years’ survey, over nine thousand seafarers 
were approached including the crew sailing on the 
managed ships and on leave across all ranks and 
all nationalities. We categorised the seafarers on 
seven demographic parameters. The response rate 
for the 2019 survey is high, and the actual number 
of responses has increased considerably since the 
last two surveys. This year the actual number of 
responses increased to 6,944 and the response 
rate increased to 76% (from 67% in 2017 survey). 

There are two factors to consider here. Firstly, the 
entire seafarers’ pool has consistently increased 
from 4,980 to 7,393 to 9,121 respectively in the 
years 2015, 2017, and 2019 and so has the actual 
response in these years from 3,473 to 4,970 to 
6,994. Such a response rate is truly remarkable for 
any comparable employee engagement survey. 
The largest response in numbers was from the 
Indian crew.. For similar surveys, the response rate 
on average ranges between 35-40 percentage. 
Therefore, we compliment and thank both the 
seafarers for committing to this exercise and 
the shore staff, especially the crewing team in 
supporting us so diligently year-on-year.

KEY FINDINGS

Highlights from this year survey are:

 An NPS score of 38 is sustained at a good  
 level amongst most seafarers

 Looking at all the Key Areas we find a very  
 high score at an average 6.31 (out of 7), this  
 is remarkably high and unprecedented in  
 similar surveys we have conducted

 The three highest scores were found among  
 Sustainability 6.60, Commitment 6.43,   
 Company Values 6.42, all exceptionally good  
 result

 New Key area on “MSC SM Attractiveness  
 compared with others” gave a very high   
 rating at 6.33 (out of 7). When asked if   
 “MSC SM had improved over the past two  
 years” all seafarers, gave a score of 6.35 (out  
 of 7), when assessed by seafarers who have  
 been with the company for more than five  
 years this score is 6.39 (out of 7)

 Overall MSC SM has improved in all key areas  
 over surveys conducted in 2015, 2017 and  
 2019. 

Comments by seafarers have proved very useful 
in understanding sentiments of the seafarers in 
addition to the data-driven result.

Compared with 2017 and 2015 
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THE RESULT – UNDERSANDING NPS( NET PROMOTER SCORE)

An indispensable question asked in such surveys is whether the respondent would recommend the 
company to their friends and industry colleagues. This question, known as the Net Promoter Score (NPS), 
gives an idea of how well a company performs on the whole. In the seafarer engagement survey, this acts as 
an overall compass and serves as a guide for knowing if we are on the right track. It also makes it possible 
to compare how different groups of seafarers differ in their opinion and if they have some commonalities. 
It also gives management a single measure to use in follow-ups, set targets, and use it as an early-warning 
sign and a benchmark over time. In addition to the NPS ,seafarers were also asked to prioritised questions 
from 11 key areas. 

The NPS score in this year’s survey remains higher than the first survey in the year 2015 and significantly 
higher than the norm for such employee engagement surveys across industries. Looking at the details 
for the specific groups we can conclude that with the exception of Ratings from Ukraine and Cadets 
from Russia and Ukraine, it remains above 38 among other demographic groups going as high as 49 for 
certain category. Even the NPS scores of these groups are much higher than comparable scores from other 
industries.

BIG FINDING – HOW LONG YOU WANT 
TO WORK WITH MSC SM

In an engagement survey like this, a big question 
to ask is “How long you plan to continue to 
work with MSC SM?”. In the academic research 
literature, it is a well-recognized variable to assess 
the overall “commitment” of employees. It is 
also recognized as a proxy for overall quality of 
company performance in meeting those factors 
that are important to its employees, lack of which 
results in employees having a higher “intention 
to quit” the company. It was encouraging to see 
that an overwhelming majority that is 65% felt 
they want to sail forever with MSC. This level is 
consistently around 65% over the last the six years. 
Cumulatively it is over 75% for those who want to 
sail for more that 4 years. We also find that the 
rate of those who want to sail for lesser duration 
1-3 years is consistently going down. This is a very 
positive indicator of the company’s performance 
in its talent retention.  Once again only 1% of the 
respondents indicated that they were planning to 
stay less than one year. 
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1. INFORMATION | COMMUNICATION 

Information and communication across the 
organization and among shipboard teams seem 
to have improved significantly over the years 
averaging at 6.27 compared to 6.07 or 6.08 
respectively in 2015 and in 2017. It clearly highlights 
the commitment of shore-based staff as well as 
the top ranks on board to work on this aspect 
and improve it over the years. The highest scoring 
dimensions at 6.5/7 in this area emphasize that 
the company vision, mission, and strategy is well 
communicated and the company's code of conduct 
is clearly articulated and communicated to all. 
However, the most valued information among the 
seafarers as emphasised by 50% of them relates 
to communication in advance about the next 
assignment. This key area got the lowest score at 
6.13. A score above 6 is already very good and if we 
aim at some improvement in the overall score in 
this area over the next two years then this will yield 
a higher satisfaction and engagement by seafarers. 
This area was also scored lowest in 2017 at 5.90/7 
but is considered the most significant improvement 
area in the last 2 years and its importance has also 
gone down 0.02 points in the eyes of the seafarers. 
So, it’s a job well done. 

2. MSC SM CULTURE 

What was earlier known as the MSC SM Values was 
agreed among the core group to be renamed as the 
MSC SM Culture from here on. The questions here 
mostly related to the culture anyway in the past 4 
years seafarers’ engagement surveys.  The other 
reason for renaming this area as MSC SM Culture 
from MSC  SM Values was to create a specific 
key area directly aligned to the  fivecore values of 
MSC Group.  In the eyes of seafarers, the most 
important cultural aspects are the opportunities 
of personal growth and development and honesty 
and integrity across all levels. About 50% of 
seafarers rated these dimensions as the two most 
important aspects of the MSC SM Culture. MSC 
scores well on these two dimensions at 6.17/7. 
But the most encouraging and highest-scoring 
area within this section at 6.29/7 was a feeling of 
a sense of belongingness to MSC SM. The most 
significant increment at 11 points related to the fact 
that MSC SM culture in itself attracts seafarers to 
work for the company.  

3. LEADERSHIP 

On the leadership front, the survey results on the 
importance of whether or not the supervisors 
keep the subordinates well informed about what 
is expected from them jumped even further from 
52% to 55% from 2017 to 2019. But so did the 
performance of the supervisors on this dimension 
over these two years from 6.33/7 to 6.43/7.  
Well done senior officers, superintendents and 
managers! The other area which was important to 
the seafarers relates to if they can communicate 
freely with their supervisors. Once again there was 
an improvement from 6.27/7 to 6.38/7 over the 
last two years. The lowest-performing dimension 
in this area was the ability to motivate and inspire 
juniors. But once again this area crossed the 
threshold of 6 from 5.97/7 to 6.07/7 over the last 
two years. We believe that the consistent focus 
of Leadership and Teambuilding workshops 
over the last 3-4 years and having trained over 
1,000 seafarers has significantly contributed to 
the improvement in the leadership threshold 
of the senior officers on board and ashore. It 
emphasizes that this effort needs to be continued. 
Perhaps a dedicated program aimed at the ability 
to motivate and inspire juniors for managers 
and superintendents may yield even further 
improvements. 

4. PEOPLE DEVELOPMENT  

The Human Capital area that described Human 
Capital Development was renamed as People 
Development. This reflects alignment with MSC 
SM core values of caring for people as one of the 
five pillars in MSC Group values and professional 
growth of employees that is embedded in MSC 
SM commitment to equal opportunities being the 
second. Two key dimensions that about 50% of the 
seagoing staff believe are as important to them 
are whether there are opportunities for personal 
growth and development and how committed I 
am to my own personal and professional growth. 
In both these areas MSC SM and seafarers scored 
very high respectively at 6.25/7 and 6.54/7. 
However, the most stratifying score and also the 
highest in this category at 6.56/7 was that the 
feeling of responsibility towards training a trainee 
should be everyone’s responsibility. Combining 
these dimensions one can feel proud that People 
Development is not only well understood and 
implemented but is actively pursued from all 
perspectives. However, once again the transparency 
of promotion criteria scored lower than others at 
5.95/7. We are happy to note that this difficult 
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criterion has also shown improvement from the 
last survey when it was 5.89/7. More so we also see 
that the satisfaction level with promotions, which 
was at 5.95/7 has also gone up to 6.01/7 in the last 
two years. With vessel size, speed, regulations, and 
operating parameters getting more complex, it is 
natural that promotions have got a bit slower. But 
the strategy to communicate, as to why it is so, is 
working. 

5. ON-BOARD 

Seafarers sailing away from home, form a 24-
hour society within the confined space of a 
ship. Therefore, the most important area that 
needs to be measured is satisfaction with 
onboard conditions. The importance of on-
board environment, quality of food, and internet 
availability were almost unanimous with 59%, 57%, 
and 51% seafarers voting for these three criteria 
respectively as important parameters to gauge 
the onboard quality of life. Once again internet 
availability jumped 0.15 points in the last two years 
due to more employee-friendly internet facilities 
on-board. This is also important to note that 
between 2015 and 2017 employee engagement 
surveys result there was a remarkable uptick of 
0.67 points to 5.88/7 in 2017. In 2019 it is further 
improved to 6.03/7. This was followed once again 
with a 0.08-point jump on the quality of food. 
Also, in the 8-key areas that we measure on the 
quality of life on-board, all of them have improved 
in the last two years ranging from 0.03 to 0.24 
points. Having noted that one area that remains 
a significant area to be improved is the quality of 
working gear. Here the improvements are marginal, 
and scores have remained lowest from 5.69/7 in 
the year 2017 survey to 5.74/ 7 in the year 2019 
survey. This certainly is an area to work on.    

6. ON-LEAVE 

Should one leave seafarers alone when they are on 
leave, or should we contact them on a regular basis 
is one question that comes in the minds of shore-
based team. In the case of MSC SM the answer 
is clear because if “we are a family company” is 
one of the values then non engagement with 
seafarers during leave is not a choice! However, 
demand, nature, and frequency are what need 
to be calibrated during this exercise. Over 50% of 
seafarers give importance to the fact that while 
on leave MSC SM take cares of their requirement 
and keeps in touch frequently with them. On 
both these MSC SM has scored 6.19/7 and 6.22/7 
respectively. The lowest scoring parameter in this 

area was whether the company takes a proactive 
approach in wellbeing and family welfare during 
leave at 5.82/7. However, only one in four seafarer 
finds it important that this should be done. Still 
being a large enough proportion at 24% warrants 
to follow on with seafarers when they are on leave. 
This parameter has improved in the past two 
years. While it remained unchanged at 5.74/7 both 
in 2015 and 2017 surveys there is a 0.06-point 
improvement over the past 2 years. Like the 
last two surveys when a subgroup analysis was 
done across rank, age, and background it was re-
confirmed that ratings feel for it more than officers. 
There were some changes across the factors in 
importance of eight areas measured, but those 
changes were marginal confirming that MSC SM 
should continue with the same measures in the 
future. 

7. ORGANIZATIONAL EXCELLENCE 

Once again over the last 2 years, there were very 
marginal changes in the importance of scoring of 
the eight parameters measured in this survey. To 
understand this finding, what do we measure under 
organizational excellence needs to be enumerated. 
These eight areas are: (1) MSC SM’s leadership in 
the maritime industry (2) Acknowledgement of 
feedback and corrective action by management, 
(3) Support from the technical office (4) Support 
from crewing office, (5) Timely remittance of wages 
(6) Speed of response to onboard emergencies (7) 
Ease of joining and sign-off formalities, and (8) Use 
of technology in day-to-day work improvements. 

In six of these areas, there was an improvement, 
albeit marginal. What does excellence mean? When 
we talk about excelling two things are evident by 
definition. Firstly, someone performing poorly 
does not become an excellent performer overnight, 
you need to be already good to become excellent.  
Secondly, when you are at a peak performance, 
incremental improvements are hard to get, and 
any increment is a great achievement. When 
we look here on the results, this time again, we 
want to congratulate the MSC SM team on their 
exceptional performance on how they disburse the 
wages. Timely remittance of wages is considered 
important by 58% seafarers (57% of seafarers in 
2017) and this was the question which received the 
highest rating across all survey questions at 6.80/7 
(6.78/7 in 2017) an uptick of 0.02 points from the 
survey in 2017 and 0.11 from 2015 ratings. We again 
went deeper, and the score is reaffirmed through 
cross-tabulation across rank, nationalities, levels, 
etc. This makes us wonder how other competitive 
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employers fair on this dimension, being perceived 
so important by seafarers across board – rank, age, 
nationality, etc.  

8. SERVICE EXCELLENCE 

There was largely no change in the survey results in 
this area on most but one item from 2017 results. 
There were some changes in priorities of seafarers 
such as maintaining the safety culture became 
critical and most important (48%) to achieve service 
excellence by just maintaining a high standard 
of operations (43%). They kept the top and third 
slot in seafarers mind. On both these questions 
MSC SM scored very well, 6.46/7 and 6.40/7. This 
is an increase of 0.07 point when compared to 
the last survey. One question that is established 
in management research as a key predictor of 
stability of the seafaring pool is “commitment to 
stay with the company”. MSC SM did well here as 
well scoring 6.51/7 and an increase of 0.02 points. 
This also took the second spot in the seafarers’ 
mind indicating that HR Systems were working 
well at the core parameters. However, the biggest 
surprise was in the area of recognition for a good 
job done by MSC SM. This dipped 0.28 points from 
2017 and unfortunately dropped below 6 at 5.93/7 
from 6.21/7 in 2017 survey. This certainly calls 
for better communication and warrants positive 
reinforcement because 28% seafarers feel this is 
important to them.  

9. SUSTAINABILITY 

With a higher emphas is on Sustainability it 
was decided to rename the Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR) dimension as Sustainability. 
New items were added so there is no comparative 
benchmark from previous surveys for these items. 
However, overall performance is excellent as the 
scoring ranged from 6.51/7 being the lowest rated 
item to 6.71/7 being the highest rated item. Two 
items relating to environmental protection got 
the highest importance rating, reinforcing the fact 
that seafarers genuinely care for sustainability. 
The question that MSC SM gives priority to 
environmental protection was viewed important 
by 62% seafarers while the question on if fellow 
seafarers’ give high priority to environmental 
protection was considered important by 51% 
seafarers. On these items the scoring was 6.71/7 
and 6.62/7 respectively, establishing it as a very 
good performance.  The other focus areas in 
Sustainability were relating to whistleblowing 
mechanism and policy effectiveness, compliance 
with MLC and ILO conventions, the effectiveness 

of energy efficiency programs for a sustainable 
future, frequency of vessel inspections, the 
mechanism to prevent unlawful activities, and 
whether MSC SM is a leader in environmental 
protection programs. Questions were formulated 
for the first time in most of these areas. The scores 
above 6.5 in all of them suggest that emphasis on 
sustainability is well understood by seafarers and 
MSC SM is working hard towards a sustainable 
future. General findings in this survey were 
similar to those in the 2017 survey. Protecting the 
environment is the utmost priority for the company 
and seafarers feel that it is their responsibility to 
protect the environment as well. The score for 
“it is my responsibility as a seafarer to protect 
the environment” was 6.80/7 even in 2017 and 
they were willing and able to take ownership of 
protecting the environment. Work on fuel efficiency 
had taken deep roots in 2017 itself. Seafarers then 
and now feel proud of the fact that MSC SM puts a 
lot of effort into fuel efficiency initiatives to make 
a positive environmental impact. Seafarers were 
happy then and now with the efforts, the company 
puts in following the Maritime Labour Conventions 
and keeping the seafarers well-rested. By far, 
Sustainability is the best-rated area where none 
of the questions measured were below 6.51 on a 
7-point. 

10. MSC SM’S SEVEN KEY COMPANY 
OBJECTIVES

MSC SM has “seven company objectives” that it 
wants to focus on in its day-to-day operations 
- this is like MSC SM doctrine that all seafarers 
are expected to live by. One area was added this 
time that aims for “75% PSC inspections with NIL 
deficiencies.” The attached diagram shows the 
individual scores where MSC SM performance is 
very good as all the scores are above 6 on a 7-point 
scale. When compared to 2017 the scoring by 
seafarers has gone down a bit in 2019. 
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12. MSC SM ATTRACTIVENESS

This time for the first time 14 items were introduced to measure how competitive is MSC SM compared 
to its peers in the different national level seagoing labour market it operates in. On all dimensions 
of competitiveness that we aimed to calibrate MSC SM, it scored well above 6/7 indicating its solid 
positioning in the different national seagoing labour markets. But among 14 parameters measured 
seafarers give most weightage to long-term job security (64% seafarers) that can help them make a career 
with the company. The second most important factor is the reputation of the company as a shipowner 
in the market that makes it as an employer of choice (48% seafarers). On both these measures, MSC SM 
scored the highest rating among all 14 areas measured in 2019, 6.54/7 and 6.55/7 respectively. Questions 
were designed as a comparative measure, so the previous benchmark was not needed. 

IN CONCLUSION 

It has been a privilege to work on this project since year 2015 with MSC SM. In a project like this, it is never 
easy to approach people who are remote, have limited access to the internet, and are in a physically 
demanding occupation. But now we have full confidence in the ability of MSC SM to do the impossible like 
approaching nearly 10,000 seafarers in 5 weeks and attain a 76% response rate. MSC SM performs and 
produces exceptional results on a large number of operational and strategic employee measures. It does 
not come as a surprise that year-on-year survey results will continue to be exceptional. We are no longer 
surprised that the high scores were improved this year again and are taken to an unmatched level because 
behind this is there is an unflinching commitment to excel and a team that is united in purpose onboard 
and ashore. We also believe that this is due to the vision and values that permeate across the whole 
organization. One example is that this survey is not static and able to adapt to the new needs and changes 

11. IMPROVEMENTS IN PAST 2 YEARS

This time for the first time 12 measures to calibrate improvements in the past 2 years of operations were 
introduced. The most significant improvements were felt in the area of Anti-Drug Trafficking (6.68/7) 
and Measures of Anti-Corruption and Anti-Bribery (6.58/7). Questions were designed as a comparative 
measure, so the previous benchmark was not needed. However, it would be interesting to see what happens 
in 2021 survey. 
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in the operating environment. For example, we introduced several new measures like anti-drug trafficking 
and anti-smuggling questions demonstrating the commitment of the management to ask difficult 
questions and having no hesitation to catch the bull by the horn. What impresses us the most is being 
real, being authentic to the purpose of improvement, and when you get an unexpected answer on how to 
mitigate it even in the face of difficulty. For example, in 2015 we identified leadership and team building as 
a key challenge and therefore MSC SM embarked on a challenging training program that continues for the 
past 5 years. It is a privilege to work with MSC SM also because it feels like we are an integral part of the 
company as you would see in this report we have freely and interchangeably used MSC SM and we!

We feel indebted to the management team for the support and commitment we got from them especially 
Mr. Jha, Nita, Capt. Bhasin, Mr. Ruslan, and the entire crewing team. Without you – seafarers – and your 
frank opinion and trust, it was impossible to finish the task. We thank you whole-heartedly.

CONSULTANTS
 
Per Palmer and Krishan Sharma led this project from Comaea Consulting.

 Per is a Masters in industrial engineering by training from LiTH University, Sweden and
 is a serial entrepreneur by profession. He has over 25 years of experience in HR
 Consulting and currently is the CEO of Comaea International based in Stockholm. Per is
 considered an international authority on competency management systems and has
 consulted widely on HR systems implementations. 
 

 Krishan is a marine engineer by training from DMET and has hands on seagoing
 experience. He completed his PhD in management from IIM Ahmedabad. He was
 a visiting scholar at the University of Iowa and adjunct professor of management at the
 Singapore Management University. Considered an international authority on crewing,
 he has worked in Ship owning and Ship management for over a decade. He has managed
 global HR and crewing for his employers based out of Hong Kong, Shanghai and Oslo. He
 is currently the Managing Director of Comaea Consulting based in Singapore.  

LUKCY DRAW FOR COMPLETING SURVEY:

We had announced lucky draw for all crewmembers completing survey in first 15 days of launch and it was 
no surprise that there were more than 1’000 crewmembers who completed survey on its very first day of 
launch.
Lucky draw was conducted by the Comaea Consulting  using a  simple randomization algorithm and we 
congratulate all winners.

Chief Officer Mr. Mishchenko 
Oleksandr( Currently on board MSC 
Canberra) 

Able Seaman Mr. Sunny Kumar Singh 
currently on leave (ex MSC Margarita)

2nd Engineer Mr. Veenit 
Shrivastava ( Currently on board 
MSC Naomi )

Captain Sergiy Yorov ( Currently on 
board MSC  Luna F) 

1ST PRIZE WINNER ( LAPTOP 
COMPUTER)

2ND PRIZE WINNER ( IPAD)

3RD  PRIZE WINNER (SMARTPHONE)

4TH  PRIZE WINNER (SMARTPHONE)
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One of the main responsibilities of the Crewing 
department is to get the crew safely on board 
and back home, and to follow up on their next 
availability, the authenticity and validity of their 
documentation, their national and in-house 
courses and many others. However, amongst the 
tasks we enjoy the most, is the personal interaction 
we have with our seafarers, our people, on a daily 
basis. This interaction is not only limited to sign 
on/off formalities, but it goes beyond the obvious 
by sharing a genuine empathy and continuous 
support to their personal and family matters. This 
relationship is constantly cultivated by feelings of 
trust, respect and care. 

But how do we go above and beyond to personally 
help our people? How do we show them we care 
and endlessly flourishing MSC’s one of the greatest 
values, “We care for People”? What it distinguishes 
us from other Companies and why the relationship 
we established with our crew is considered avant-
garde? Here below we provide some illustration 
of our unique and sincere approach to our people, 
which is not limited to:

Family carriage and family care 

Family is one of the greatest values in life and 
for our seafarers spending months at sea it is 
important to know that their families are well taken 
care of and have a strong support from the office 
whilst at sea. This can bring comfort and allow the 
seafarers to focus on their responsibilities at sea. In 
MSC we treat our seafarer’s families as ours. 
For this reason we also appreciate the seafarer’s 
need of having his family on board a voyage and 
becomes for us a goal in making his life as much 
comfortable and pleasant during his tenure on 
board. Our Department is trying to accommodate 
families on board our vessels so that they spend 
time with our Officers and make the life on board 
feel like ‘at Home’. In some cases and based upon 
specific request of officers, we are finding the 
vessel that would suit their family needs, while 
taking into consideration possible restrictions 
such as Life Boat Capacity or trading area. After 
all family is sacred and should be taken care of as 
such! 

Caring for our Seafarers!
by Cargo Crewing Department - MSCSMCY 

Swift Attention to our Seafarers personal needs 

Crewmembers go on board for a specific period 
of time which is as per agreed terms of their 
employment agreement. However, since we are 
dealing with the human factor it is natural to 
receive requests for urgent disembarkation due to 
death or sickness in the family, or other personal 
requests of great importance to our seafarers. 
In such situations it is the crewing department’s 
obligation to examine such requests and proceed 
with quick arrangements to ensure the relief of 
the affected seafarer. In MSC we had gone several 
times beyond the borders to assist our seafarers.  
Some examples include complete planning changes 
in the very last minute, liaison with top officials in 
case of bureaucratic practices, flight arrangements 
and relief ports irrespective of very high costs and 
many others. If our seafarer’s family is in distress, 
in crewing department the alarm rings as if is our 
family member. 

Marine benefit scheme for our Seafarers 

The core product is the Medical Plan insuring 
all our seafarers during their vacation periods 
after a successful completion of contract aboard 
company’s vessels. Marine Benefits provides client 
service, claims handling and day-to-day member 
support in coordination with globally affiliated 
sophisticated medical providers’ networks and 
call centers. By using the latest technology and 
modern communication systems immediate client 
support is guaranteed in the manner of 24 hours/
day and 365 days per year. This system is fully in 
compliance with ISO. Thus all our seafarers upon 
returning home after a successful completion of 
1st contract with MSC are registered & enrolled 
under this scheme by the company and as such 
seafarer gets the enrolment card. However from 
the time of their registration into this plan by the 
company, irrespective of enrolment card is received 
or not, they can make use of this coverage basis the 
enrolment number which we provide on demand. 
Having said this we are sure that our seafarers 
those who are already the members of this scheme 
are availing the benefit of this plan and happy with 
same. 
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Care about our Seafarer’s nutrition  

Over the last decades lifestyles have continuously 
changed and we tend to add more and more into 
our already very hectic daily “to do” list. We tend to 
be so occupied juggling around work, family, friends 
etc. that we often forget to take care of our body 
and our well-being. Needless to mention that bad 
diets, unhealthy fatty food and lack of vegetables 
and fruits in our lives can lead to serious, 
permanent and irreversible health problems. In 
the crewing department and generally in MSC, we 
acknowledge that effective nutrition onboard can 
be achieved through menu planning, a balanced 
diet, healthier cooking methods and producing self-
made products instead of pre-prepared products. 
For this reason we often inform our crew through 
campaigns, briefings and trainings about the 
importance of a healthy lifestyle. Moreover, through 
a careful screening, we ensure that the appointed 
Cook can provide a healthy and fresh diet, with 
variety of ingredients.  
 
Feedback to our Seafarers. 

Feedback to the seafarers is always real and 
transparent, irrespective of the levels of hierarchy. 
Evaluation reports are always shared and discussed 
between the appraiser and the appraisee. Although 
it can be acknowledged that transparency 
can sometimes be accompanied by a few 
uncomfortable conversations, at the same time, we 
very much believe that these conversations prove 
we care enough to deliver the hard truth through an 
honest and transparent discussion which aims to 
improve and develop our people’s skills. 

This approach is of our primary concern to show 
how much we care and not to reprimand. We are 
champions of the fair treatment and open dialogue 
with our seafarers which will assist in their ongoing 
personal and professional development. 

Furthermore, our office Management is not losing 
the opportunity on every occasion (seminars, 
workshops, briefings etc.) to repeat that our office 
staff is available 24/7 for any clarification or advice 
needed. We are pleased to note that more and 
more seafarers approach the office for feedback, 
suggestions, concerns, queries and others and we 
are glad to have achieved a fair and open dialogue 
with our people on board and ashore.   

Preserving our full manpower and seafarer’s wages.

In MSC we are proud to state that our crew did 
not suffer from the financial crisis as we never 
considered reducing the salaries, neither the 
manpower on board. This trend was seen across 
most major shipping companies and as a result 
seafarers suffered from substantial increase in 
work load and salary reduction. Yet, in MSC we 
considered alternative ways of cost savings which 
would not impact the interest of our seafarers and 
their families which are of primary importance to 
us.  

Another area of our crew’s interest which had not 
been marked down, concerns their trainings and 
professional development. Through this tough 
phase, the Company continued dynamically to 
invest on seafarers’ educational development 
by organizing courses, trainings, seminars and 
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workshops while we believe that our seafarers are 
our greatest assets and there’s no compromising on 
their welfare. 

We have an impartial and fully transparent 
promotion system  

A seafarer can be considered for promotion after 
fulfilling certain criteria such as, service time with 
the Company, recommendations for promotion, 
superior license etc. The promotion list is updated 
regularly and followed up carefully by field offices 
as well as MSC’s crewing department in Cyprus. 
A thorough screening is done manually (human 
checking) and automatically (system checking) so 
to ensure there is no deviation from our standards 
or erroneous tactics. Our seafarers can be explained 
to thoroughly how this system works any time 
they require and of course, can find out where 
they stand on the list. It is worth mentioning that 
we always give preference in promoting our own 
seafarers / ex hands, instead of considering the 
induction of a new seafarer for the same or similar 
assignment on board our ships.   
Furthermore, in MSC we promote our seafarers 
gradually once the Company is certain of their 
competence and abilities for the higher position. 
Our mindset in MSC is not to promote seafarers 
just to make them happy and not to abandon the 
company for another opportunity elsewhere. We 
promote our seafarers at the right time when their 
level of knowledge, expertise and competency 
can make the difference in consisting them as 
top professionals in the shipping market. We are 
proud to have one of the strongest and proficient 
promotion system amongst the shipping 
professionals. 

Internet facilities o/b and support with our 
seafarers NRI 

An indispensable tool nowadays is the internet that 
unfortunately we cannot live without. In this way, 
our Company having as one of its values ‘We Care 
For People’, their wellbeing and satisfaction, has 
established on board all its Fleet, Internet Facilities 
so that all crewmembers can benefit and get in 
touch with their families at any moment they wish. 
Life at sea is no longer a distant and lonely voyage, 
life at sea can be as well a fast connection with the 
family and loved ones, a connection that breaks 
distances so that seafarers can cherish valuable 
moments with their families at any moment they 
wish.  

Another area we show our care is the NRI requests. 
The NRI (Non-Resident Indian) has to do with the 
tax system in India and means that a crewmember 
has to be out of India for a total of 186 days before 
the end of March of that year. Crewmembers very 
often send requests asking us to stay on board 
longer to cover their NRI days or may want to 
join much earlier so that they will be out of the 
country on time. We always exercise best of our 
abilities, as far as feasibly possible, to support our 
crewmembers with their NRI requests. We have 
often revised our planning and rescheduled crew 
changes to assist our crew with such a request, to 
the best possible extend.  
 
In conclusion, the Crewing department plays a 
vital role in keeping the seafarer’s morale in high 
levels at all times. For this reason our main task, 
apart from operational matters, is to take good 
care of our Seafarer’s needs and concerns and 
provide a practicable solution as far as feasible. We 
appreciate the need to provide our people with a 
number of incentives which will keep them always 
motivated and happy.  

Considering our continuous high score in our 
retention rate (98%), as well as the positive 
feedback we receive from our seafarers, we are 
pleased to know that our seafarers are happy with 
the incentives and support we provide. By saying 
this we acknowledge the essence to maintain our 
high standards and yet to develop new ways which 
will even offer more comfort to our seafarer’s 
working life. We are committed to continue doing 
so with the same passion, interest and care.

Senior officers visit to Cyprus for briefing

Caring for our Seafarers!



SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITY 

Adopt a Ship Program

“Adopt a Ship Programme” for our new generation, 
was introduced on 12 of our MSC vessels for 
increasing   awareness about shipping in new 
generation. All the Masters of 12 vessels were 
asked to share some good pictures, challenges and 
adventures at sea and any other attractions, which 
can motivate youngsters of participating schools in 
Limassol to select shipping as a career. 
Over 25 Children from Local School visited our 
office MSC Shipmanagement premises. They learnt 
and received lot of information and were very much 
interested and got motivated with the learnings.  
The aim of the Programme is to assign to a number 
of primary schools’ classrooms particular vessels 
for email communication between the children and 
the masters and crew of the vessels. The aim of 
the Campaign is to highlight the positive side and 
benefits of Shipping and its huge contribution to 

By Nita Jha 

Students from St. Mary’s school visited MSC premises in Limassol

the society in Cyprus. The communication between 
the classroom and the vessel was excellent due to 
the great interest and enthusiasm shown by both 
the children and the crew. 
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Kerala Flood & Bahamas Hurricane 
Dorian Relief Fund   

August 2018 saw India’s southern state of Kerala 
suffering from its worst monsoon flooding in a 
century, where many districts had severely been 
affected by unprecedented floods and caused 
damage which needs assistance from all. The Prime 
Minister’s National Relief Fund would use the funds 
raised to provide support for people affected by 
the disaster and aid agencies and government 
groups had set up more than 4,000 relief camps.  
 
We have a large number of crew from the state 
of Kerala and many of them had been affected 
as well. Our MSC Crewing services India team 
including our Cochin office had done their best 
to contact MSC Family members on leave and 
also the family members of our crew that were on 
board- fortunately all were safe.  
 

We had received many calls from our vessels and 
numerous office staff who wanted to contribute. 
Since we had contributed significantly to the relief 
funds for the Chennai floods in 2015, we really 
appreciated this idea and thought that it was part 
of our social responsibility to do our best to use our 
privilege to help those who needed it the most in 
such crucial times. Very successfully then, so many 
of our office staff, officers and crew members 
on board vessels and on leave, contributed on a 
voluntarily basis which along with the contribution 
made by MSC Geneva Management on behalf of 
the Company was sent to The Prime Minister’s 
National Relief Fund (as shown below). 
We sent a heartfelt thanks to our on board and 
shore staff, each and every one for making such a 
significant impact together! 
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It is well-known that Captains taking Ships into 
ports often face demands for bribes or facilitation 
payments, of Cash, Cigarettes, soft drinks and 
alcohols. 

The threat of long delays alone with threats to their 
personal safety, places Captains in an extremely 
difficult position. To empower our captains to Say 
no to these demands we as shipping Companies 
and Organisations involved in the Maritime value 
chain come together through MACN. Engaging in 
regulars’ communication including our challenges 
and lessons learned, MACN developed shared 
principles, training, tools and Campaigns helping 
each member company to strength its approach 
tackling corruption. 

At the same time, it is fully understood that even 
with perfect policies, if the demands persist then 
challenge remains. 
MACN’s collective action programme has been 
welcomed and supported by Government around 
the world who realize that simpler and more 
efficient operating environment is good for all 
parties. 

Here is a sample of the certificate

Participation of MSC  in “ Say No Campaign’ 
has been directly endorsed by our MSC Group 
President & CEO Mr. Diego Aponte.

Letter signed by Mr. Diego Aponte addressed to all 
Master of MSC operating fleet was circulated by me 
to all our managed vessels on 15th Nov 2018. A lot 
of preparation was done during the year prior this 
launch. 

MSC is committed to uphold all applicable anti-
bribery laws including swiss penal code and 
swiss federal code of fair competition, and where 
applicable US foreign corrupt practices act , UK 
Bribery act when conducting business anywhere in 
the world. 

MSC has developed Anti-bribery policy and 
Compliance team at Geneva, has the role to assist 
with antibribery matters. Compliance team reviews 
all applicable clause in MSC Contracts . 

At MSC Shipmanagement whether Cyprus or 
Sorrento, all supplier who does business with us 
have to sign a Business Ethics certificate which 
is renewed every year and unless this Ethics 
certificate is signed, it is illegal to do business.
 

Social Responsibility

MARITIME ANTI-CORRUPTION NETWORK (MACN) AND MSC SHIPMANAGEMENT: 
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Vies from Masters on our initiative to 
reduce corruption

 Capt.Ashley Rosario Master, 
 MSC Topaz 

 SAY NO Campaign is been a  
 blessing in disguise. No more  
 hassles, discussions, bargaining.  
 I as a Master and my crew can 
spend more valuable time on the immediate 
maneuver and also attend to arrival formalities 
on berthing. In this aspect MSC as a company as 
always has supported us and stood by us incase of 
any repercussions. 
As SAY NO Campaign gets its wings it’s not only 
going to relieve a lot of stress on the ship staff 
but also economically save a lot of money to the 
industry in way of saving on the actual costs of the 
compliments as well as the delays in clearing vessel. 
So let the wings spread far and wide and cover 
each and every port in the world and the industry 
collectively  “SAY’s NO”

 Capt. Ganesh Srinivasan  
 Master , MSC ANZU  
 
 The Agents/Canal Inspectors/ 
 Boat crew and Suez electrician  
 were well aware of the SAY
 NO campaign hence when we 
explained them about our companies initiative it 
was well accepted without any resentment. 
 
Vessel had 4 pilot exchange during this transit, it’s 
an age old practice in suez that pilot during their 
exchange handover verbally the info to other pilots 
regarding the cartons of cigarette received from 
Master , hence it was paramount that the message 
was to be given clearly and firmly to the first pilot 
while he disembarked. 
The resentment and disappointment was very 
obvious from the first pilot but I guess the master’s 
have to continue this SAY NO habit immaterial of 
all pressure and tactics they generally try to impose 
in middle of maneuvering . 
Because if he (Master) fails to do with the first pilot 
then he is bound to continue with others as well 
 
MSC has been a forerunner in implementing 
many innovative policies and campaign which had 
benefitted our maritime industry in all her varied 
sectors, SAY NO CAMPAIGN is a very positive 
move to end the corruption which has been slowly 
yet steadily encroaching this Industry for a very 
long time. 

Meanwhile, the tools shared among members 
have helped companies build robust responses 
to demands for payments it means that when 
our Captains brings ships into ports, they have 
the knowledge,  policies and back up to say no to 
demands.  

Our first Say No Campaign launched at Suez Canal 
was 100% successful and our Masters, who were 
well trained on this specific action did extremely 
well and fully supported the Company  efforts to 
eliminate this corruption. During 2018 , over 200 
Masters and senior officers have been trained 
on this particular subject and as a result they 
have been successful in reducing the facilitation 
payments in most of the ports around the world. 
This has reduced facilitation payments by over 
20% even in ports where this campaign is yet to 
start and at many ports our Masters have stopped 
giving any facilitation payments at all many officers 
trained on fighting corruption handling, reporting to 
increase awareness among MSC Shipmanagement 
crew members.

I am extremely proud to have the responsibility 
for increasing awareness among our office staff 
and crewmembers in fighting corruption in areas 
under Shipmanagement eg. Crew recruitment, 
procurement, port state control inspection, 
facilitation payments in ports etc . This is one of the 
important topic I cover when delivering training on 
MSC Code of Conduct and I believe that we have 
to eradicate corruption at all levels to ensure equal 
opportunities for all. 

We have been advocating for sometime to stop the 
facilitation payments that vessels are obliged to 
give in ports and by proper communication among 
all stakeholders, we reduced it by nearly 50% in 
many ports in past few years. By joining MACN, 
MSC now collaborates with the industry and with 
excellent support of Geneva Legal Compliance 
team, I am very excited from the success of the 
recently launched Say No Campaign at Suez canal 
and ready to extend this campaign to many other 
ports of the world. All our Masters and Crew are 
well aware; thanks to the regular briefings, trainings 
& webinars conducted on this subject and they are 
committed to make it a success and much relieved 
that they can call ports without any hassles. In case 
of any difficulty encountered, our office is there to 
support our Masters 24x7 .This effort not only has 
potential to save company few millions  dollars 
each year but is also our contribution to make the 
world more just, fairer and sustainable. 
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 Capt. Shyamal Chakraborty   
 Master MSC RUBY  
 
 Corruption has been a long   
 existing issue in our shipping  
 industry.  
 Refusing to give facilitation 
payments would often lead to huge delays/costs 
to the vessel/owners. In short it was simply Abuse 
of injustice Power by the local authorities.  Gifts/
payments were being given for the services that 
the vessel’s are already entitled to. A lot of ports 
specially like Suez Canal - its still considered as 
a wrong tradition for many years to offer gifts/
payments to Pilots & authorities, this attitude/
unethical behaviour needs to be abolished.  
It was observed that the attitude of the pilots 
completely change when they are made aware of 
the NO Corruption policy. Some pilots understand 
and carry on to do their duties but some still 
continue to argue with the master regarding same 
and try their best to get some kind of facilitation 
payment from the vessel be it cigatettes/coffee/
rice/any kind of ration as a continuation of long 
tradition in suez canal. They are very adamant as 
they still consider their rights to get gifts from the 
vessel.  
During last transit, one of the pilot also raised the 

point that other MSC vessel’s are still giving them 
gifts, so why not from our vessel, we have to ensure 
that all vessel’s of the MSC fleet whether owned or 
chartered are following the Say NO campaign and 
Zero Tolerance against any form of corruption.  

 Capt. Anil Ramchandani  
 Master MSC ANTONIA 
 
 Corruption is damaging to
 the fair operation of our
 economies and our
 communities. 
Is this the kind of legacy we want to leave behind 
for our future generations ?. 
Are these the values they’ll learn, growing up?. 
As A.P.J. Abdul Kalam said - If four things are 
followed - Having a great aim, acquiring knowlegde, 
hardwork and perseverence- then anything can be 
achieved. 
 
STOP CORRUPTION, STOP BRIBERY. 

Social Responsibility

Deputy Minister of Shipping Mrs. Natasa Pilides during her visit to our office in Limassol

* To read in detail our periodic declaration on CSR please go to:
https://mscshipmanagement.com/corporate-social-responsibility
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OLD vs. NEW 
techniques 
by Saumajyoti Mukherjee – 

Chief Officer – MSC ANS 

Shipping industry is evolving and new techniques 
& technology are improving onboard systems, 
however the training and expertise in adapting to 
these new upgrades is far lacking. This article notes 
on the gaps in between the bulk of the training 
imparted for systems and practices which are not 
really used onboard. 

There was a time, not so long ago, that we 
navigators were used to paper charts as a useful aid 
to navigation. Suddenly there was a huge change 
that occurred in our Navigation bridges on board 
ships. We were introduced with the Electronic 
Version - Nautical Charts. Short trainings were 
conducted, certificates given and officers were 
sent on-board ships to navigate with the new 
technology. The old and experienced lot of officers, 
who were so much habituated with the paper 
charts and their techniques, found this sudden 
change quite unfamiliar. 

Paper charts had their own set of techniques. 
These were, and still are, being taught in 
colleges across the world at the operational and 
management levels. Some of these include ‘Three 
point bearing’, ‘four point bearing’, ‘Running fix’, 
etc. Although these methods were easy to use on a 
paper chart, as was being used during the days of 
paper charts, it’s not so easy to practice them on 

electronic charts. Though I am not sure, whether 
they can actually be used altogether on electronic 
charts.
We were used to the ‘Fair weather practices’ like 
obtaining Sextant altitudes and calculating the 
position lines. Then calculate and wait for the 
Meridian passage. Then the position line again at 
meridian passage and a position FIX. Plotting the 
Dead Reckoning, drawing the Azimuth and position 
Line. Then transferring the position line to the 
Estimated Position of the Meridian Passage was 
a cake walk with the paper charts. Do we do them 
now? Or can the position lines be actually plotted 
on an ECDIS now? May be or may not be. Even if 
so, I doubt whether it can actually be that simple as 
plotting them on a paper chart. 
Besides all these techniques, we miss one more 
thing is that on a paper chart we could really see 
a larger area and a way ahead. With the electronic 
version and its limited screen space, it is not 
possible to match up with the huge paper charts.
Competency courses have now been added up 
with the training on ECDIS. The duration of the 
course is hardly a week long. It is only 5 working 
days. We learn the techniques associated with 
the electronic version for only a week or so. But 
is this really working out? Compared to that, the 
time spent on Chart work or terrestrial navigation 
techniques is much more. These old techniques 
are being taught throughout the course duration of 
the competency courses and examined thereafter. 
Whereas we hardly use the later techniques on 
board. As I have spoken earlier, we do not use the 
Running Fix on the electronic version. Shifting 
of position lines is not incorporated in electronic 
charts. So why do they spend so much time on it in 
colleges. Instead more time and importance should 
be given on the newer techniques of ECDIS.
There was a time when Morse code signaling 
was widely used. Although, when I joined sea in 
2001, it was no longer being used. It was already 
obsolete. But if we look at the structure of 
competency examinations, we find that the Morse 
code is given utmost respect. So much so that 
practical examination of Morse code has a passing 
percentage of 90 out of 100. Which means that 
the officer has to spend so much more time for 
something which will never be used on board ship?
It is time that the authorities around the world 
take note of these situations. We need to make 
the training system more realistic. The training 
imparted to a candidate aspiring to become a 
navigational watch keeper should focus principally 
on what is actually being used in today’s shipping 
industry. Practical navigation techniques should 
incorporate not only old techniques, but newer and 
practical techniques used around the world. 
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INTRODUCTION
 
Information systems and computer networks 
have invated in the world of shipping and are now 
ubiquitous on ships. This tremendous evolution 
has involved the emergence of new risks: network 
intrusion, data theft, remote take over of computer 
systems. Protection against these threats can be 
achieved through simple reflexes. 

PASSWORDS

Choose strong passwords

The password is the most frequently used mean 
to authenticate oneself on digital equipment and 
thereby access data or control actions. Password 
quality is essential for proper protection of 
information and on-board equipment. 

A strong password is a password that is difficult to 
guess with specialized tools but easy to remember. 
It should have at least 8 characters (ideally 12 char.) 
of different types (uppercase, lowercase, numbers, 
special characters). Choose passwords that are 
not related to you (name, birthdate, etc.) and that 
cannot be found in the dictionary.

Use different passwords to authenticate on 
separate systems. Especially, passwords protecting 
private use (personal messaging, merchant 
website...) should never be reused in a professional 
context. When an account is shared by multiple 
users, the password must be renewed at each 

departure or reassignment of a user.

Do not store your passwords in files. If you want 
to save your passwords, use a dedicated secure 
solution. 

Please follow the below recommendations:

 Define password rules.

 Systematically change default passwords.

 Do not store passwords in files or on post-it
 notes.

 When browsing the Internet, do not store
 your passwords in browsers.

EMAIL 

Use email carefully

Email and attachements play a key role in the most 
common computer attacks. Opening malicius 
emails may damage the user’s computer and the 
entire information system.  
 
When you receive emails, take the following 
precautions:

by Charalambos Constantinou

Information Systems
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 The sender’s identity is by no means
 guaranteed. You must check the
 consistency between the sender and the
 message content.

 Do not open attachements from unknown
 senders or with unusual title or format.

 Never reply by email to a request about
 personal or confidental information.

 Do not open and do not forward emails for
 solidarity or virus alerts.

 Disable automatic opening of downloaded
 documents.
 

BEST PRACTICES
CYBER SECURITY ON-BOARD

PERSONAL PROFESSIONAL USES

Separate personal and professional uses
 
Uses and security measures are differenet on 
personal and professional devices. 

The use of personal devices in a professional 
context can affect the safety of ship or company 
data (theft or loss of devices, intrusion, lack of 
control over the way devices are used, data leakage 
in case of departure of a crew member, etc.).

It is therefore recommended to separate personal 
and professional uses:

 Do not forward professional e-mails to
 personal mailboxes.

 Do not  store professional data on personal
 devices (USB drive, smartphone, etc.) or on
 personal online storage tools

 Do not connect personal removable media
 (USB key, external hard drives, etc.) to the
 ship’s or the company’s computers

INTERNET

Be careful on internet

Take care of your digital identity and your personal 
and professional information.

The information you leave on the Internet is no 
longer under your control. Malicious people can 
harvest your personal information without your 
knowledge in order. 

Limit the dissemination of your personal 
information on the Internet:

 Be cautious when requested to fill in forms;
 transmit only strictly necessary information
 and remember to uncheck the boxes that
 would allow the website to store or share
 your data

 Reduce e to a minimum professional
 information on social networks, and be
 cautious about interactions with other
 users

 Regularly check your security and privacy
 settings

 Use multiple email addresses dedicated to
 your various Internet activities

Be careful when paying on the Internet.

When purchasing online, your bank details are 
likely to be intercepted by hackers directly from 
your computer. Therefore, before making an online 
payment, it is necessary to check several elements 
on the website:

Check the presence of a padlock in the address bar 
(note: this lock is not visible on all browsers)
Make sure the address starts with «https://»
Check that the address is correctly spelled
Never transmit the 3 or 4 digits PIN code of your 
credit card and do not hesitate to contact your 
bank to learn about secure payment options.

3

1

2
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SAVE YOUR DATA

Communication Objectives

If you downloaded content from websites that are 
not trusted, you take the risk to install malware 
on your computer. This can allow hackers to take 
remote control of your computer and, potentially, 
of onboard IT systems, in order to spy, to steal your 
personal or professional data, or to launch attacks.
 
In order to ensure the security of your computer, 
your data and the ship:
Do  not download your software from sites 
with doubtful content. Favour reliable publisher 
websites.

Remember to uncheck all appropriate boxes to 
disable the installation of additional software .

Beware of sponsored links

Disable automatic opening of downloaded files.

Never install software or application without the 
consent of your company’s IT Department.
(it@mscsmcy.com)

IT DEVICES

Control software

 Install only the software you actually need,
 and always with the prior approval of
 company administrator. Download your
 software only from trusted websites and
 perform regular updates.  Please follow
 some basic rules:

 Install only necessary applications
 and check which data they can access
 before downloading them (location,
 contacts, phone calls ...). Avoid installing
 applications which require access to data
 that are not necessary for their operation

 in addition to the PIN code protecting your
 SIM card, use a password to secure access
 to your device and configure it to lock
 automatically.

 Make regular backups of your data on an
 external medium in case your device needs
 to be restored to its original state
 
 Do not store your passwords on your device
 
 Back up your data, in order to recover them
 in case of loss or theft of your device

 Disable Wi-Fi and Bluetooth when you are
 not using your devices
 Never connect your device to an equipment
 that is not trusted

 Refuse any connection of an equipment
 you do not trust to your own devices
 
 Never use USB keys offered to you as a gift:
 corrupted USB keys are commonly used by
 hackers to infect electronic devices with 
 malware

References:

IET Standards
Vessel Security Plan
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Information Systems
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Article by Safety & Quality Team – MSCSMCY

Safe Navigation

Safe Navigation is ALWAYS considered as the 
highest priority task in the shipping industry. 
Various International, National Rules & Regulations 
related to Safe Navigation endeavor to accomplish 
this objective to preserve the safety of life at sea 
and protect the habitat and environment from all 
damages leading from any navigational incident.
 
As the leading shipmanagement company, MSC 
Shipmanagement devotes numerous resources, 
time and effort towards achieving the objective 
- ‘Zero Navigational Incident’ which remains an 
intrinsic part of its operations and is effectively 
communicated to its crew.
Navigation is a knowledge-based skill and it relies 
firmly on the human element. Past analysis of 
navigational incidents in the shipping industry 
shows that “Human Factor” is the Main Root 
Cause. This directly relates to the ability to perform 
assigned tasks and failure of application in the 
correct way. 
Further, the statistics of such incidents also show 
that most of the navigational incidents occur with 
the pilot on board. Means the influence of the 
“human factor” should be multiplied by two.
The ‘Human Factor’ risk can be mitigated by 
providing the right training and guidance for the 
purpose, adequate support to the ship staff.
‘Caring for the crew’ is already implied in the MSC 
Group Values, and our training must be focused for 
the bridge teams to handle the vessels and control 
situations in proper way by following applicable 
manoeuvring patterns and being fully aware of 
existing practices, limitations and potential hazards.
It is precisely for this reason and to provide support 
to the crew that the HMP (Harbour Maneuvering 
Plans) was introduced in 2013. These include the 
maneuver plans from Pilot stations to the berth 
and vice versa. A database of 394 Plans covering 
various ports for specific type & size of ships is 
already prepared which is being updated with 
active feedback from the onboard staff.
Each plan is the actual maneuvering pattern in use 
jointly prepared by the personnel from the ship and 
shore team, their knowledge, personal experience 

and contains very essential and handy information 
including from National and local Port Regulations, 
existing procedures and practices. These provide 
adequate guidance to the shipmasters and 
cautions them with information related to past 
incidents and near misses superimposed on the 
plans.
The ships symbols are always scaled to the size 
and provide maneuvering instructions based on 
prognosis of expected positions, clearances and 
proximities. Marked speed values are not just 
designed figures but either speeds limits against 
possible unsafe development or actual limitations 
imposed by Port Regulations.  
Remarks are not only limited to the guidance but 
also to remind on the use of best practices. Ecdis 
alarm setting, Radar parallel indexing distances, 
optimum radar range scales, wheel over points & 
leading lights references are only a few examples. 
Observing these practices also assists in better 
analysis of any incident, if one occurs, thereby 
enabling improvement in procedures with lessons 
learnt.
The HMP’s are dynamic.
Actual maneuvers may vary depending on vessel 
maneuverability & weather conditions but it is 
required that the content is properly studied by the 
Bridge Teams and all applicable instructions and 
advices taken in to consideration during passage 
planning, navigation with pilots and maneuvers are 
executed in the most professional way. 
We would once again reiterate on the required 
contribution from the Ship Masters to assist us in 
supporting them.
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HMP is not only port specific – it is berth 
specific in any port.

Upon vessel joining, the Master must verify 
and ensure that the HMP is available for all 
the ports in the trade and that the correct 
version of the plan is in use.

The plan must be studied with the Bridge 
Team and discussed with the dedicated 
Safety Superintendent prior to arrival port 
for the first time (for complete round trip 
after joining the vessel). Similar discussion 
should be made if any revision of the plan 
is received.

Follow instructions given in the HMP 
related to planning and execution of 
approaches, Pilotage and maneuvers 
for berthing/un-berthing. Provide active 
feedback if some information requires to be 
updated / amended.

Discuss the HMP and intentions including 
Tugs assistance with the Pilot in details. 
Such practice will be good indication to 
them that vessel is being handled by a 
professional and confident team, having 
detailed information about the vessel and 
the port.

If any new port is added to the schedule 
thereafter, then, it is the responsibility of 
the shipmaster to request HMP for this new 
port from S&Q Department. 

In case the HMP for the new port is not 
readily available, than please develop and 
forward your own detailed passage plan. 
Your plan and intension will be studied, 
agreed and a draft version will be prepared 
and submitted to you prior arrival port. 
(Final version will be prepared after 
updated information is obtained after the 
first call).

As already noted, HMP is a Dynamic process due to constantly expanding geography of MSC trade, new 
types of vessels, growing sizes of the vessels and ports. 

HMP is also a result-oriented task towards achieving the objective on ‘ZERO Navigation Incident’, 
which cannot be accomplished without vessels input, active participation, information, comments and 
suggestions. 

 HMP (Harbour Maneuvering Plans)
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Various other aspects for Safety of navigation are also highlighted during the office briefing and video 
conferencing.

 Case studies of previous incidents are discussed in detail with specific impression on root cause   
 analysis and lessons learnt.

 Specific ‘Winter briefing’ is an added effort for preventing any incident related to navigation & cargo  
 during winter season.

 In order to achieve standardization, over 95% vessels are fitted with only two types of Ecdis   
 equipment. Also to achieve redundancy, additional 3rd Ecdis is installed onboard on number of
 vessels. This is an active measure to support the ship staff while allowing them to concentrate on the
 tasks at hand – Maintain lookout for 100% time while on bridge watch without any distraction on
 the bridge.

ECDIS on board – 95% fleet covered by only 2 makers equipment
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 It is for this reason the computers have been taken away from the bridge and NO Wi-Fi access is  
 provided. Lan cables have been disconnected as well.

 In exercising good seamanship, our vessels stressed on the requirement to remain within the center  
 of the channel.
 
 Vessels are also equipped with Range Finder  – two units onboard each vessel to be used for   
 measuring accurate distances off the berth at arrival and departure maneuvers.

 MSC also upholds the essence of religious  compulsions and ensures the crew members who remain
 fasting during the holy month of Ramazan are not assigned on steering duties. Further, to ensure the
 crew members remain alert during steering duties, the maximum intervals for this task remains
 limited at 2 hours.

 Crew are advised to ensure the position of the cranes remain clear during berthing and  during un
 berthing.

 Vessels are provided full support in case if any maneuver needs to be aborted. Masters do not have  
 to hesitate to reverse pilot’s decision if in any doubt. They are also instructed to feel free to drop   
 anchor in case of any emergency, even if this has to block the traffic in the channel. 

 Alternately, when transiting the locks, vessels are required to align themselves along the central axis
 of the channel. In case of any deviation, vessels must take all way off and re-assess the situation.
 At NO point, should the vessel increase speed to provide counter helm in an attempt to realign, if out
 of position.

 In case of any urgent requirement of the additional tug, vessel must immediately liaise with Capt  
 Porzio (+41 798194126) in Geneva Marine Operations Department and in NO case, should agree on
 assistance required on VHF nor should sign the Lloyds Open Form. 

 Master should also keep photo copy of all the documents (pilot voucher, tug receipt) signed even
 without remarks so that amendments are not made after leaving the vessel. In case if vessel is
 required to await at pilot boarding area due to any change in boarding time / pilot delays, continuous
 watch on vessel position must be maintained. Master must account for the set / drift, which could be
 very high in these areas.

Safe Navigation

 Range finders
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 SVDR equipment is being renewed onboard wherever retention period of data is less or 12 hours.
 Masters are also requested to ensure the data is downloaded and replayed immediately on joining.
 Further such must also be checked from time to time to randomly ensure the procedures are always
 followed on the bridge (especially during night watches).

 Entry & Exits from the TSS – MSC Supports fuel optimization but not at the expense of
 safety. Vessels are required to avoid cutting in too close to the alteration points before
 entering in to the Traffic Separation Scheme. Instead they are encouraged to align the vessel much in
 advance to assess the traffic situation prior to entry. This is agreed even at the expense of additional
 distance.

 

 Vessels are requested to submit ‘Pilot Assessment Reports’ for all negative experiences in order to
 prepare a database which is submitted to all vessels alerting them on particular pilots for specific
 ports. Masters also stress on the need to maintain communication in English and avoid local language
 between the pilots and the tugs.

 Procedure is also implemented for testing of the main engine from local emergency control   
 immediately on chief engineer joining. This is done at first port  departure or within 7 days of joining. 
 Test is repeated in case of any other engineer change as well. In case of any main engine trouble while
 operating from bridge control, the controls must be immediately shifted to LOCAL Control. NO time
 must be wasted in attempting to operate from the engine control room.

 Vessels when entering the port are required to avoid sharp alterations and approach in a way so as to
 Open up and assess the track of the vessel, if aligned along the center of the channel.

Vessels marked in yellow - recommended approach for TSS
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Our Way To Success

The year of 2008 was a significant one for the 
Company and Ukrainian seafarers as MSC Crewing 
Services LLC hospitably opened the doors for 
everyone aiming to obtain stability, sustainability 
and prosperity. 

The quantity of vessels has been growing steadily 
for the last ten years. Thus, starting from 34 vessels 
and 16 office employees, MSC Crewing Services 
LLC has reached the number of 90 vessels with the 
staff of 67. Today, besides head office in Odessa, 
we have three more branches in such Ukrainian 
cities as Mariupol, Izmail and Kherson. It should be 
mentioned that the number of vessels manned 
and office staff employed are increasing with 
enviable success.    
  
Consequently, the number of Ukrainian seafarers 
has been grown from 1807 to 3473. It means that 
more than three thousand Ukrainian families are 
extremely happy to be a part of MSC Family. 

Was it an easy way to success without any 
obstacles? – Certainly, it was not, and it is still not. 
Peoplè s loyalty, dedication to the Company, their 
faith and belief in what they do have played an 
enormous role in going through challenging times. 

For four consecutive years (2016 – 2019) we are 
proud to obtain the award from National Maritime 
Rating of Ukraine under the name “Shipmanager of 
the year” as to the foreign company employing the 
largest number of Ukrainian seafarers. 

Participation in major events such as International 
Forum on Seafarers̀  Education, Training & Crewing 
on annual basis gives us a unique opportunity to 
demonstrate the highest level and strength of the 
Company. We always remember who we are and it 
means that we ought to be the best as we are MSC!    

Some people dream of success 

while others wake up and work.

Winston S. Churchill   

by Ruslan Bundyuk

MSC Crewing 
Services Ukraine: 
10 Years of 
Operation. 
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Our Advantages    

Annual Crew Seminars, Leadership trainings, 
trainings for the staff and seafarers demonstrate 
the limitless potential and new horizons to be 
conquered. 

Thus, August, 9th 2019 has become a remarkable 
and memorable date for the Company as MSC 
Training Centre opened its doors for Ukrainian 
seafarers: two newest simulators of captaiǹ s bridge 
and engine room allow seafarers to prepare better 
for further voyages. Day-to-day trainings and hard 
work of staff help us to render seafarers with high 
knowledge and qualification. 

With every year the Company is getting closer and 
closer to its goal – 101 vessels, fully manned with 
Ukrainian seafarers. To reach our goal we just need 
to continue moving ahead in the same direction. 
One of the main advantages of MSC Crewing 
Services LLC, which not every company can boast 
of, is an extended cadet program. Every year the 
Company gives an opportunity to 350 cadets from 
Odessa maritime Academy to get practice on MSC 
vessels. 

Our Principles and Values

Ten years have passed rather fast and they are, 
certainly, based on the Company`s principles and 
values. 
Our principal and most precious values are built 
on corporate Team work and tight cooperation 
with MSC Shipmanagement. Indeed, owing to wise 
guidance and everyday support of Mr. Prabhat 
Jha and Mrs. Nita Jha we are able to solve urgent 
questions with no delays. All MSC Crewing Services 
LLC employees feel that their opinion has value, 
their points of view are not only listened, but heard 
by the Management, they are also always taken 

into consideration for the Company`s benefit.
 
Everyday communication and cooperation 
with MSC Shipmanagement are of the utmost 
importance to the development of MSC Crewing 
Services LLC as owing to enormous support we 
have become the largest foreign employer of 
Ukrainian seafarers. 

We are a Family Company, We have Passion, We 
are in Continuous Evolution, We care for People, We 
believe in Equal Opportunities and we are Proud to 
be part of MSC! 

MSC crewing services ukraine office
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CREW PAYROLL

It has been a decade; we are using the EXCEL 
worksheet for preparing the crew payroll. AS the 
world is changing rapidly by introducing more 
automation to every field of work, we have decided 
to implement the Electronic Crew Payroll for our 
fleet of vessels.

 The payroll has been developed considering
 all the required parameters necessary for
 generating the crew salaries.

 Masters of few of the selected vessels have 
 already done their testing of the new
 payroll.

 We have received very fruitful feedback and
 number of suggestions from the Masters
 who have done the testing of the New
 Payroll.

 We have duly acknowledged their
 suggestions and also incorporated those in
 the New Payroll.

KEY OBJECTIVES ARE:

 Link between our Crewing software with
 the Crew Payroll system in order that
 majority of the data linked to the crew
 payroll and hence no manual intervention
 for entering the data.

 All the approvals are through the crew
 payroll system. Not necessary to send
 email communications to department
 personnel to get their approvals.

 Accurate calculations of the crew wages.

 Historical data availability in the system
 about the emoluments that are paid to
 each crewmembers.

 Saving lots of time for the Masters.

Some of the features are:

SHIPMATE PAYROLL - VESSEL 
MODULE

 Shipmate Payroll vessel module integrates
 the Payroll/MGA activities of the vessel
 with the Payroll office module and Crewing
 office module.

 The integration is done with the help of
 communication programs which gets
 executed at specific intervals; and the data
 gets communicated from the vessel to the
 office and vice versa

ADVANTAGES OF INTEGRATION:

 The crew data updated in the vessel as
 per the changes happening through the
 Crewing office module and communicated
 from office to vessel. So the planning, sign
 on, sign off, etc. can be viewed real time in
 the vessel.

 The Contract letters are generated from
 the office Crewing system and the wage
 scales gets replicated accordingly to the
 Vessel module. The wage are calculated as
 per the approved wages scale and the
 contracts signed while doing a Payroll
 process on the vessel.

 Separate entry screens for Allotment,
 Onboard monthly entries, Daily overtime,
 Lashing / Unlashing, CTM request, MGA
 entries, etc.

 The crew related entry screens like
 Allotment, Onboard monthly entries, Daily
 overtime, Lashing/unlashing will
 automatically populate the current crew
 list. NO manual interference in the Crew
 Payroll software for crew data update.

by Subramanian
Sundararajan
Chief Accounting Officer

Crew
Payroll 
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 In the allotment entry screen, in addition to
 the crew data, bank details will also get
 populated automatically for each crew. The
 bank details are updated at office and
 the same gets replicated to vessel. NO
 need to manually update the bank details
 at the vessel side. 

 Additional earnings/deductions other than
 wage scale components are added through
 the other earnings/deductions screen; and
 separate columns are provided for keying
 in the amounts against each crew. The
 amounts entered here get replicated to the
 payroll on doing a Payroll process.

 From the Daily overtime entry screen,
 vessel can seek the approval of the
 overtime data crew wise, which the Safety
 Superintendent can login at office and do
 the related approvals/rejections. Vessel
 need not send separate approval requests
 since the approval process is incorporated
 in the system itself.

 Lashing/unlashing entry screen also
 provides for seek approval by the vessel
 to the Safety Superintendent, which the
 Safety Superintendent can login at office
 and do the related approvals/rejections.
 Vessel need not send separate approval
 requests since the approval process is
 incorporated in the system itself.

 HRA transit screen also provides for
 seek approval by the vessel to the Safety
 Superintendent, which the Safety
 Superintendent can login at office and do
 the related approvals/rejections. Vessel
 need not send separate approval requests
 since the approval process is incorporated
 in the system itself. The HRA transit
 calculations are also generated
 automatically for the concerned crew
 basis the number of days and wage
 components involved.

 Vessel Payroll system also provides for
 seek approval of the Crane Usage entries
 to the Technical Superintendent (wherever
 it is required), which the Technical
 Superintendent can login at office and do
 the related approvals/rejections. Vessel
 need not send separate approval requests
 since the approval process is incorporated
 in the system itself.

 Frequently used reports like Pay slips,
 Wage summary reports, Payroll history, etc.
 are also provided in the Vessel module.

 Vessel Payroll provides for generating
 CTM requests from the vessel, which the
 office can approve/reject, and finally the
 vessel can also confirm the receipt of the
 funds.

 MGA entries are classified into Bonded
 stores (to be recorded the consumption
 & the receipts), Provision stores (to
 be recorded consumption/receipts
 rations), telephone cards (consumption /
 receipts), welfare (consumption/receipts).
 Ration counts are automatically captured
 daily, basis the number of crew onboard;
 there is no need to key in the ration count.
 Vessel has to key in only the port details,
 and the ration counts in respect of the non
 crew data. The system also keeps track of
 the MGA balances.

We are sure that the implementation of the New 
Crew Payroll will assist the Masters on board to 
comfortably handle the payroll as well as using their 
extra hours to their core activities.
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Feedback from Master

Shipmate module a combine program for Payroll & 
Crewing functions found to be user friendly having 
one window operation.

All concerning information can be retrieve at one 
location.Procedure for updating and data input is 
systematic reducing chances of error.  

Expect work load will be reduced once same is fully 
implemented as emails are generated internally, 
requirement of sending different standalone 
messages for crew & account matters will be lessen. 
EOM carry forward figures is an easy operation.  

Also instructional Videos are very good and 
comprehensive, which greatly helps in getting 
familiarize with the program faster & easier.
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B.R Mukund
Project Co-ordination
Manager

Historic Moment

There have been many moments which can 
be called historic during the growth of MSC 
Shipmanagement Limited, Cyprus. 19th July 2019 
when MSC Mina 23,656 TEU vessel was delivered, 
will truly be etched as a historic moment in our 
Management’s history. This is one of the largest 
container vessels in the world and the largest vessel 
to be built, of any type, by Daewoo Shipbuilding 
& Marine Engineering Co. Ltd (DSME). As most of 
you are aware MSC had ordered 11 largest container 
vessels – 6 of these from Samsung Heavy 
Industries (SHI) and 5 from DSME both situated 
in Geoje Island in South Eastern part of Korea. 
The 5 vessels from DSME have been awarded by 
Geneva Management to MSCSM, Cyprus. MSC Mina 
(19.07.2019),  MSC Isabella (19.08.2019), MSC Arina 
(11.09.2019), MSC Nela (24.10.2019) and MSC Sixin 
(27.11.2019) have all been delivered. These vessels 
are 4 football field long and have impressive 
dimensions of LOA-399.7m, BM-61m, DM-33.2m 
& GRT 228,741, with MAN B&W 11G95ME-C9.5, 
66,220 kW at 80 RPM (MCR), 59,600 kW at 77.2 
RPM (NCR) main engine and a service speed of 
23 knots. The container stowage is spread over 

24 rows, 25 tiers (12 in holds & 13 on deck) and 94 
bays.

About 6 years ago when 9,000 TEU vessels were 
taken over, those were the biggest vessels at that 
time, little did we know then that the vessels will 
grow to this size of 23,676 TEU. 

With this large number of containers being carried 
by one ship reduces the CO2 emission per TEU 
carried which lowers the carbon foot print not only 
for the vessel but also for the supply chains. The 
shape of the bow with long bulbous bow and the 
improved hull form enhances energy efficiency by 
reducing hull resistance and economises on the 
fuel consumption. We are ahead of time to meet 
the international 2030 environmental targets of 
improving the CO2 emissions per ton of cargo 
carried.

The vessels have unique superstructures - 
accommodation block with fully enclosed bridge 
and engine casing which encloses all the inline 
scrubbers. The vessels are provided with three 
in-line scrubbers (exhaust gas cleaning system) 
operating on a hybrid system. No.1 Scrubber is 
connected to Main Engine 66 MW, No.2 scrubber 
to G/Es 1 & 2 – 7.5 MW, No.3 scrubber to G/E 3, 
4 & 5 and boiler – 15.84 MW. All the scrubbers are 
designed to operate at 90% load of the engine and 
are capable of reducing Sulphur content from 3.5% 
to 0.1%.

Forward superstructure
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The other unique feature on these vessels are the 
fixed long jet monitors for fighting container fires. 
These go beyond the IMO & SOLAS requirements 
of having mobile monitors. There are total 8 
monitors fitted – 4 on compass deck, two facing 
forward & two facing aft and 4 monitors on funnel 
casing wings, with two facing forward & two 
facing aft. These are fitted above the uppermost 
tier of containers, vessels would carry and deliver 
water jets at 16 bar pressure. There are total 6 
booster pumps, 3 in Engine room and 3 in forward 
machinery room.  These boost the pressure of Fire 
& GS pump, Bilge & Fire pump and the Ballast 
pump. From the panel provided on the navigation 
bridge, by pressing a single button, the ballast 
pump can be started and the valves opened to the 
monitors remotely. The water from these monitors 
reach most part of the cargo area except for a few 
bays in the midship area.

Delivery Ceremony MSC Mina

For any firefighting measures on deck
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NOx Tier III Vessels

One more milestone was marked in the history 
of MSC Shipmanagement when MSC Josseline 
was delivered on 30th May 2019. This is the first 
vessel in the management with IMO MARPOL NOx 
Tier III compliance. This 14,336 TEU vessel was 
constructed and delivered from Hyundai Heavy 
Industries Limited, Ulsan (HHI). Since then 4 more 
sister vessels have been delivered - MSC Jewel 
(13.06.2019), MSC Faith (11.07.2019), MSC Aliya 
(14.08.2019) and MSC Kanoko (13.11.2019). 
The vessels are equipped with Hyundai LP SCR for 
NOx reduction. The main engine and each of the 
auxiliary engines are fitted with equipment on the 
uptake which operate on low pressure (LP) using 
selective catalytic reduction (SCR) principle. SCR 
is a technology which can reduce NOx in exhaust 
gas by chemical reaction. Urea 40% solution is 
normally used as reducing agent as it decomposes 
to ammonia and carbon dioxide when it passes 
through the hot stream of exhaust gas.
[NH2]2CO + H2O       ->        2 NH3 + CO2
(Urea)        (Water)     (Ammonia)   (Carbon dioxide)

The ammonia decomposed from urea then 
reacts with NOx at the surface of the catalyst and 
converts to molecular nitrogen and water.

4NO + 4NH3 + O2 -> 4N2 + 6H2O
6NO2 + 8NH3 -> 7N2 + 12H2O

As compared to Tier I – Tier III vessels are required 
to have 80% less NOx emissions. This is another 
step forward in protecting the environment. NoNOx 
is the brand name for HHI’s SCR system. In brief 
the SCR system consists of Urea supply unit, Urea 
dosing unit, mixing unit, SCR chamber composed 
of catalytic chamber and soot blowing unit with 
compressed air to keep the catalyst clean and the 
control unit. As the chemical reaction requires the 
exhaust gas to be at a minimum temperature of 
230 C, a burner unit is incorporated to heat the gas 
at low load operations and also while the engines 
are started.

MSC Jewel on her maiden voyage called at the port 
of Long Beach on 12th July and was welcomed 
as the “cleanest container ship to visit the United 
States”.  The clean air action plan was launched 
at Long Beach about two years ago and Tier III 
vessels have just started entering the Global Fleet. 
Long Beach Harbour Commission President said 
“Achieving this milestone is amazing and we are 
grateful MSC chose us for this visit”. MSC was 
awarded $ 6,000 for MSC Jewel’s visit through the 
Port of Long Beach Green Ship Incentive Program.

NoNOx Selective Catalytic Reduction
unit for Aux. Engines

Main engine SCR chamber with soot blowers

 MSC Jewel maiden call to Long Beach in July 2019

This series of ships also have long bulbous bow 
(12.8m long) with improved hull form, wake 
equalizing duct and bulb on the rudder to increase 
the efficiency of the vessels and thereby reducing 
the fuel consumption.

Historic Moment
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Both the series of vessels – from DSME & HHI have dual fuel injection engines for use with fuel oil and LNG. 
The basic plans for LNG operation have been drawn and approved by Class. 
There are other positive improvements on these vessels – the rudder trunk is fully enclosed making 
it stowaway & drug proof and the clearance between the rope guard and propeller is kept to absolute 
minimum to avoid any rope or fishing net entering & getting entangled in the shaft seal area.

We are all proud to be involved with the operation of the Ultra Large Container Ships (ULCS) and 
environmentally friendly vessels. Wishing all the best for a smooth sailing, to all the crew

Wake equalizing duct & Rudder bulb

Fully enclosed rudder trunk

Long bulbous bow

Rope guard & propeller with fine clearance
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MSC AINO 12’108 TEU

Pictures of various 
vessels naming ceremony
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MSC SIXIN 23’656 TEU
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MSC ALIYA 14’300 TEU
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MSC ORION 15’000 TEU
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MSC ARINA 23’656 TEU
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MSC JEWEL 14’300 TEU
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MSC FAITH 14’300 TEU

Pictures of various vessels naming ceremony
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MSC ISABELLA 23’656 TEU



97Where
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MSC JOSSELINE 14’300 TEU
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MSC KANOKO 14’300 TEU

Pictures of various vessels naming ceremony
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MSC NELA 23’656 TEU



101Where
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1. VFD (Variable Frequency Drive)

(Engine room Blowers, Pumps, Bow thruster Motors, Cargo hold Fans)

VFD is a type of adjustable-speed drive used in electro-mechanical drive systems to control AC motor 
speed and torque by varying motor input frequency and voltage.

It allows optimum use of power basis the demand and thus saving on fuel consumption and 
consequently reduced emission.

Standard design for all new building vessels of MSC and many existing vessels have been retrofitted.

Implementation of 
technology and best 
practices on board our 
vessels:
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2. Intelligent Combustion Control for ME

Intelligent Combustion Control for Main Engine for Wartsila RT Flex engines

       Key Benefits of Intelligent Combustion Control

 (A)  Optimized fuel consumption over whole load range, hence Reduced emission.
 (B)  Reduced maintenance cost and downtime
 (C)  Maximized availability and reliability through a safer, finely balanced engine operation
       
PMI for the MAN B&W engines both electronic and conventional engines

3. Upgrade Nozzles to fast Nozzles or slide valve nozzles as per the main engine 
make

       Reduced fuel Consumption and Emissions

The Fuel Activated Sacless Technology (FAST) reduces the amount of unburnt fuel and reduces fuel 
consumption. It improves combustion quality significantly and lowers hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide 
emissions.

Fast nozzles retrofit on Wartsila 2 stroke main engines

Typical  installation of Variable Frequency Drive panel for the various machineries in engine room

On 13000 teu vessels after VFD installation:

a)    Fuel savings is about 1.28mt/day

b)   Average power demand reduced by over
      200 kW
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Alfa Laval PureBallast, is a leading ballast water treatment technology being installed across the fleet. 
Another make which has been used widely in MSC fleet is Panasia.

Type approved by the U.S. Coast Guard as well as by IMO, it offers unmatched performance in the most 
challenging waters to comply with IMO and US Coast Guard requirements. 

Energy efficient, Alfa Laval PureBallast 3 offers superior performance in all waters: fresh, brackish 
and marine. It is also the ideal system for low-clarity water, able to operate at full flow where UV 
transmittance is as low as 42%.

MSC continue to gather valuable experience for the operation of this equipment is proud to collaborate 
with suppliers to make the plant user friendly and improve reliability.

Typical installation of a Ballast water treatment plant installed on board one of our vessel

4. Ballast water treatment plant
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Ballast water treatment plant installed on board one of our vessel

Safety loops installed on all vertical ladders ( Implementation of initiative commenced earlier continued 
on newly added vessels)

Installing Safety loops on all vertical ladders of areas accessed by crew in cargo holds, ballast tanks, void 
spaces, masts etc.

Deviation of vessel’s routes due to assist in search and rescue. 

New simulators installed in training centres including hands on training from personals from office. 

Equipping vessels with 3rd Radar that is over and above statutory requirement. Also with range finders 
to facilitate correct distance, measurements while berthing operation. 

Additional ECDIS monitor display in Master’s cabin. 

5. Crew Safety & Navigation Training

Improved safety and awareness initiatives to avoid personal accidents and navigational hazards. 

Implementation of technology and best practices on board our vessels
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Latest technology low friction anti-fouling paints application with a good surface preparation helps to reduce 
the hull resistance, results in lower fuel consumption and lower emission. 
MSC technical team is leading efforts towards development of the improved ant-fouling paints having low 
friction and has a unique policy to do proper surface preparation of vertical sides of ship’s hull every 5 years. 
Some of the new generation paints applied in MSC fleet are:

       Hempadur X7 paint ( Silicon paint with biocides)

       Intersleek 1100 ( Silicon paint)

MSC achieves Sustainable Shipping with Intersleek

Global shipping company MSC Mediterranean Shipping Company has recently celebrated an outstanding 
reduction in CO2 emissions, equally approximately 104,500 tonnes over a 5-year operating cycle as result 
of adopting Intersleek 1100SR in its managed vessels. This impressive saving is the result of advanced slime 
release technology, which uses a specialized fluoropolymer to create a smooth, low-friction surface which 
is harder for slimes and other fouling organisms to cling to, even a low steaming. The result is reduced drag, 
improved fuel efficiency and reduce CO2 emissions in a biocide-free coating, for the ideal sustainable 
shipping solution.

Harbour Manoeuvring plans (HMP) is an in-house initiative started by MSC Shipmanagement and has 
contributed significantly in reducing navigational accidents. Our team of experts in collaboration with our 
experienced and highly trained Masters have prepared this for all ports of call for our managed fleet and 
each vessel provided with this plan only for the ports on their trade. MSC has also worked with  electronic 
chart makers to have this plan overlay on electronic charts and review the vessel course to ensure 100% 
compliance in future.

6. Anti-fouling paints
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The MSC Damla achieved CO2 savings of 15750 tonnes over a 5-year cycle

AkzoNobel and MSC have been partners since 2014, with the MSC Eleonora being one of the first vessels 
coated in the dry dock with Intersleek 1100SR. Since then the partnership has expanded, with the coating 
being applied to over a dozen other shipping vessels, resulting in a CO2 reduction of around 2000-15000 
tonnes in each case depending on the size of the vessel.

This initiative was spearheaded by Mr. Prabhat Jha, the Group Managing Director of MSC Shipmanagement 
Ltd. “I’m very proud of this partnership with AkzoNobel,” he explained. “The CO2 savings generated by 
Intersleek have helped us in achieving more eco-friendly shipping. MSC intends to keep working towards 
sustainability and environmental responsibility, and Intersleek will continue to be one of our key solutions in 
pursuit of that goal.”

Implementation of technology and best practices on board our vessels
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international-marine.com
® Registered trademark of AkzoNobel in one or more countries. © 2018 Akzo Nobel N.V.

* CO2 savings estimated over a five year period

MSC ELEONORA
Dry Dock date: May 2014
CO2 saved : 2195 tonnes *

MSC GIANNINA
Dry Dock date: June 2017
CO2 saved : 3060 tonnes * 

MSC ISHYKA
Dry Dock date: April 2018
CO2 saved : 3190 tonnes *

MSC PERLE
Dry Dock date: March 2017
CO2 saved : 15756 tonnes *

MSC ANYA
Dry Dock date: October 2017
CO2 saved : 11261 tonnes *

MSC SAMANTHA
Dry Dock date: May 2018
CO2  saved : 11070 tonnes *

MSC ROBERTA
Dry Dock date: January 2017
CO2 saved : 5205 tonnes *

MSC REBECCA
Dry Dock date: September 2017
CO2 saved : 7010 tonnes *

MSC VERONIQUE
Dry Dock date: April 2018
CO2 saved : 10064 tonnes *

MSC ASTRID
Dry Dock date: January 2018
CO2 saved  : 7886 tonnes  *

MSC DAMLA
Dry Dock date: July 2016
CO2 saved : 15750 tonnes * 

 

 

 

AkzoNobel congratulates MSC
on sustainability program
Applying Intersleek 1100SR to 14 vessels

Intersleek® 1100SR is an industry recognized
multiple award winning foul release coating,
providing the ultimate fouling control over the
whole drydocking cycle:

• Predictable and reliable performance

• Smooth paint films resulting in enhanced
vessel efficiencies

• Based on patented advanced fluoropolymer

 Reduce 104,500 tonnes* CO2

AkzoNobel’s Commercial Director Europe – Ms Antonella
Donzelli – congratulate MSC Shipmanagement Ltd on their
contribution to make the shipping industry greener by
reducing 104,500 tonnes* of CO2 on a 5 year operating
cycle by specifying Intersleek 1100SR.

It’s with great appreciation our companies share the value
to contribute effectively to a make the shipping industry
more sustainable, by placing the impact on the global
climate at the heart of the strategy and decision making.

We appreciate your business
and look forward to supporting
your future needs.

MSC ANNICK
Dry Dock date: June 2016
CO2 saved : 12054 tonnes *
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7. Propellers Retrofit & Coating

Improved hull and propeller efficiency results in fuel savings and GHG emission.

Large number of vessels propeller retrofitted with an improved and optimized design that is best suited 
for the overall operating profile of the vessel. 

Over 100 vessels propeller silicon coated during routine docking and this ensure no fouling of propeller. 
Saves time and costs for conventional routine cleaning. Propeller coated with Intersleek 1100 SR Silicon 
Paint

Propeller boss cap fins , also known as  Fin cap propeller: Addition fin cap fitting on the propeller 
improves propeller efficiency by minimizing the Hub Vortex losses and MSC has started this retrofit on 
its vessel since 2012.

MSC Annick new retrofit propeller on display at Smm Hamburg 2018

Implementation of technology and best practices on board our vessels
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Optimization of Bulbous bow lines basis the overall operating profile of the vessel results in improved 
hull resistance. Results in 10~12% savings in fuel and emission. 

Large number of vessels are fitted with optimized bulbous bow based on the trading patterns to reduce 
fuel consumption. 

 

Water flow with a higher velocity and a slight angle over a rudder blade will, under certain conditions, 
result in cavitation which will increase fuel consumption and cause erosion on the rudder’s surface.

With the Becker Twist Rudder solution cavitation and gap cavitation are prevented, resulting in lower 
servicing and maintenance costs. In addition, the Becker Twist Rudder reduces noise caused by 
cavitation and improves fuel consumption and emission. 

8. Bow Modification

9. Twisted Blade, Becker Flap Rudder

10. Hull inspection

Regular hull inspection together with close monitoring of the fuel and emission monitoring, allows to timely 
maintaining the hull surface condition. Advanced decision support systems based on the automatic data 
collected from ships allows the technical team to decide the best time for the  dry- docking of the vessels 
and ensure that the vessels are always performing at the optimum improved fuel consumption and this 
helps to lower the emission. For vessels whose propeller are not coated with silicon paints, a six monthly 
underwater cleaning is arranged to keep propeller in efficient state of operation.
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Innovative Software applications for fuel and emission monitoring systems and for Hull 
performance monitoring system in real time. 

The decision support tool built into the system that helps to timely arrange the required 
interventions to improve fuel consumption and reduce emission.

12. Exhaust Gas Cleaning System

The International Maritime Organization (IMO) requires that from 1 January 2020, Sulphur content in the 
fuel used for international shipping must be limited globally to 0.5%, compared with the current standard 
of 3.5%, in order to minimize emissions of Sulphur oxides from ships. In its compliance strategy, MSC will 
combine the use of Exhaust Gas Cleaning Systems (ECGS), conventional low-Sulphur fuel and biofuels. 
MSC’s large investment program helps meet the 2020 Sulphur Cap and 2030 IMO level of ambition for CO2 
emissions intensity reduction. The company continuously investigates solutions related to alternative fuels 
and technologies to help tackle climate change. The company has undertaken a massive retrofit program in 
its existing fleet with the installation of ECGS to reduce emissions of Sulphur oxides and other pollutants.  

MSC Technical team has researched over the years and in collaboration with leading makers of such 
equipment selected chemicals used in such process which are not only widely available but also very safe for 
crew handling on-board the vessels and reduce waste generation.

11. Real Time Monitoring 

This is very unique and advanced system available with us and can be elaborated further to demonstrate 
the technological advancement in our fleet operations and how it contributes to efficiency and other 
decision making).

Exhaust Gas Cleaning System: Various stages of Installation in shipyard

Implementation of technology and best practices on board our vessels
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Exhaust Gas Cleaning System: Various Stages of Installation on a large vessel
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Best Practice 
guidance on 
Inventory of 
Hazardous 
material
By Abhay Bhonge  
General Manager 
(Technical) – Team 3

As per IMO, HK convention and EU ship recycling 
regulations it will be mandatory to record 
inventory of hazardous material (IHM) on-board 
and a statement of compliance issued by class 
is available onboard. For EU ports the regulation 
comes into force from 31st Dec 2020.

We have commenced the surveys 3 years back and 
all our vessels have been surveyed and hazardous 
materials are documented. Important steps have 
been taken for the asbestos management and IHM 
maintenance.

IHM maintenance

IHM maintenance is important part of this 
regulations and for this it is essential that all supplies 
to our ships are monitored for hazardous material. 
The IHM inventory will be updated accordingly.

All suppliers are required to sign material declaration 
and confirmation for document of compliance so 
that this is being done at the source. 
Non-compliance if any should be promptly reported 
to office and liability is placed on the supplier.

It is company policy that all materials including 
gaskets as delivered on-board are asbestos free 
and clause has been added in our purchase orders 
accordingly.
This is also part of our agreement with various 
shipyards and all major vendors are audited to 
confirm compliance.

In order to improve the safety onboard while dealing 
with potential asbestos containing gaskets vessels 
are being provided with an Asbestos Safety Kit. 

This kit is arranged from vendor Kiwa Oesterbaai 
who is also performing IHM surveys on board all 
MSC vessels. Content of the safety kit are detailed 
as follows.

       HEPA filter equipped vacuum cleaner

       10 spare dust bags for vacuum cleaner

       Semi full-face masks with P3 Filter

       Tyvec disposable coveralls (size XXL)

       Blue disposable shoe covers

       Asbestos waste bags with printed warning labels

       Asbestos waste bags, unlabeled

       Work gloves

       Duct tape 

      Asbestos warning stickers 

      Gloria hand pump (3 liter) filled with

      impregnation fluid

Materials to be listed in IHM part 1

       Asbestos (ACM)

       Polychlorinated Byphenyls (PCB)

       Ozone Depleting Substances (ODS)

       Antifouling (TBT)

       Additional for EU Regulation: PFOS and

       HBCDD (flame retardants)
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The kit should be stored in safety locker under 
custody of C/O and must be used for the purpose 
it is provided. Second engineer is appointed as the 
designated person for asbestos related issues with 
the supplies if any. Office guidance is available 
whenever such kit is required to be used and proper 
procedure should be followed.

PSC READINESS

During port state control inspections statement 
of compliance (SOC) should be presented when 
requested confirming compliance with IHM.

Port State Control inspectors will ask the crew 
if a certified IHM report and Statement of 
Compliance (SoC) issued by Class is available 
on board.
 
Presence of an Asbestos Safety Kit (ASK) for 
incidental gasket removal.

Proof of training for the dedicated crew who will 
use the asbestos safety kit. The familirization 
and training should be performed on regular 
basis.

IHM maintenance – Copy of Material declaration 
and supplier’s declaration of conformity for 
material declaration management 

Asbestos Containing Materials (ACM) are one 
of the Hazardous Material (HazMat) within the 
IHM Part I survey that can cause a direct risk 
to the crew. Exposure to heavy metals such 
as Hexavalent Chromium (Cr6+), Lead (Pb), 
Cadmium (Cd) or Mercury (Hg) are also to be 
avoided as much as possible.

On completion of IHM part 1 survey removal 
of lose asbestos materival ( gaskets etc) 
was arranged via authorized company Kiwa 
Oesterbai. 

Asbestos containing spares, commonly found 
on ships, cannot be used as per MSC.Circ.1374 
and 1379 prohibits the use of asbestos since 01-
01-2011. When asbestos containing spares are 
present, removal by certified asbestos removal 

contractors will be required in order to comply to 
SOLAS.

Depending on the age of the vessel, some ACM 
can remain onboard in fixed installations but 
should be managed properly and has been 
clearly marked after initial survey. 

In-situ ACM, such as gaskets/joints/packings, 
can remain when properly managed (and 
depending on age of vessel). Only urgent 
repairs/maintenance works on these ACM 
should be done by a dedicated and trained 
crew, using the contents of the Asbestos safety 
kit. Waste from these works is to be packed 
and disposed off properly and a waste disposal 
document should be available and kept 
onboard as proof of proper waste management 
and for IHM maintenance.

Heavy Metals

Batteries or paints/coatings containing heavy 
metals do not cause a direct risk to the crew 
when kept intact. Maintenance works on 
paints such as using a flame cutter, grinding or 
chipping off paint with a needle hammer will 
cause fumes or dust and can lead to exposure. 
It is highly recommended to use proper PPE 
whenever working on such paint layers. Batteries 
with Lead are to be disposed properly when 
changed.

With regards to reporting, crew will register 
all changes made to materials that contain 
HazMats (according to the IHM survey report) in 
a central logbook on board. This log should also 
be used for the annual IHM maintenance.

As described all changes to materials that 
contain HazMats are to be registered. 

-There are many materials that might contain  
a HazMat and supplies should be closely  
monitorred.
-Gaskets / joints / packings / seals
-Insulation materials (e.g. fabrics / textile / pipe 
insulation)
-Fire / welding blankets
-Friction materials (e.g. brake linings/pads, 
clutch pads)
-Fuses
 

Basic information on IHM matter from PSC point 
of view.

Best practices for crew onboard with regards to 
handling and reporting of hazardous materials.

Best practices for crew onboard for maintenance 
of IHM, monitoring of stores and spares while 
receiving.
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When in doubt if a material does contain 
asbestos, crew will inform office to ask the 
supplier to have the item tested for asbestos 
content at an accredited laboratory, prior to the 
actual delivery to the vessel. Samples can also 
be send for analysis to Kiwa Oesterbaai. This 
can also be done for any spare item already 
stored onboard the vessel.

During any 3rd party inspection by authorities 
company apointed vendor  Kiwa Oesterbaai 
can be contacted via office for any clarification 
required.

Regular training onboard for asbestos 
awareness.

Asbestos Safety Kit

Asbestos safety kit in use Gasket

Removal by contractor by active air sampling

Asbestos containing material

Brake lining

Putty
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Captain Maksym Cherniy has won Seafarer of 
the Year in the inaugural Crew Connect Global 
Industry Awards for his actions in response to 
an attack by pirates in 2018. A group of armed 
Pirates boarded the vessel and spent many hours 
raiding the Master’s safe and crew cabins but were 
unsuccessful in reaching to any crew member who 
remained safe at all times during the incident. Here, 
he explains the importance of good training and 
preparation for dealing with emergencies at sea. 

It was early morning when the duty officer informed 
Captain Maksym Cherniy of the MSC Maria about 
a potential pirate attack.  The Captain went to the 
bridge immediately and, together with other crew 
members, observed a high-speed vessel with 
boarding ladders inside was moving towards the 
MSC Maria, even when she changed heading.

Systems for safety 
 
Captain Cherniy won Seafarer of the Year in the 
inaugural CrewConnect Global Industry Awards, 
which are held at the important industry event, 
CrewConnect.  
 
It shows how MSC’s systems – the procedures 
and their very close implementation, both by the 
crew and in coordination with the office onshore 
– ensured that the ship and its crew were safe. 
It also demonstrated the leadership quality of 
senior officers, thanks to a dedicated focus on 
the leadership development and team building 
programme for the crew. 
 

The first and most important action was to sound 
the general alarm and muster all crew and take 
them to safety. After reconfirming that all access 
to accommodation was locked, distress signal was 
relayed, all crew members on board took shelter 
in citadel. Citadel equipped with an independent 
means of communication allowed Capt. Cherniy 
and his crew to communicate with shore office by 
email and phone. Navy and various authorities 
were contacted and were informed of MSC Maria’s 
position, course and speed.

Training for real life 
 
Working together with shore staff, the crew 
remained in the citadel until navy vessels arrived 
and confirmed that the pirates were no longer on 
board.   

Meet your 
Seafarer of the 
Year 
Capt. Maksym Cherniy 
won Seafarer of the Year 
in the inaugural Crew
Connect Awards 

This article was publish earlier in Together 
magazine.

So, I immediately concluded 

that this is a piracy attack. From 

now on, we have to keep calm 

and concentrate hard,” Captain 

Cherniy says
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 “I am very proud of my crew, and the Seafarer of 
the Year award is really for all of them as well as our 
MSC colleagues on shore, who all worked together 
so well to ensure safe resolution.”   
The incident has not changed the way Cherniy feels 
about working for MSC – he is as committed as ever 
and looks forward to working there for many years 
yet.  
 
“Safety of human life at sea is most important 
objective for any crew member and this is the same 
for MSC, where we are briefed to give top priority to 
the safe working culture on board and are provided 
all possible resources without any consideration 
of costs... So it’s very simple, but it is especially 
clear to me now, as never before,” he says. “My 
ambitions are very simple and not changed for the 
moment: to gain more experience, more skills, more 
knowledge, and take charge of bigger vessels.” 
 
MSC takes full precautions regarding the security 
of vessels and crew and thanks all our seafarers 
operating in riskier areas of the world for their 
dedication and commitment.  
 
MSC is working with industry associations to raise 
awareness among governments of maritime 
security in the West Africa region, following another 
incident in early 2019.

“Proper training and regular 

drills on board, was key to swift 

response by the crew in such an 

emergency where every minute 

counts. This is very important 

to understand, that learning 

from mistakes on training drills 

minimize mistakes when it is 

happening in real life,” 

Captain Cherniy says.
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“Reefer train project” , completed for “Transnet Freight rail” for the carriage of citrus , during Reefer 
season For transit from Musina International Terminal, directly into Durban container terminal.The 40 Ft 
containerized unit was retrofitted with generator sets and control panel and project was completed by MSC 
Technical Durban.

Picture of MSC Global Supplies (Previously known as Marine Stores Srl) facilities at Genoa
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With the imminent growth of our Cruises Fleet, 
dedicated Recruitment Teams at our MSCCS India 
and our lately added MSCCS Philippines Offices, 
have been specially appointed not only to identify 
the best suitable candidates for the position, but 
also to guide each single new hire through the 
process of getting ready for their next assignment 
onboard.
  
Our devoted Teams provide full assistance, advice 
and orientation to all future crewmembers so that 
they can be fully aware and committed to their new 
experience of sailing onboard MSC Cruises. 

Part of this process includes a particularly designed 
pre-embarking training programme, in which 
specialized trainers will offer and enhance each 
trainee’s knowledge and skills, preparing them for a 
productive, role-confident and safe life aboard, with 
ample possibilities of career opportunities.

Cruises Crewing

By Betania Ostri
Cruises Crewing
operation manager 

Finally, it is only because MSC Cares for its People 
that this does not stops here!  Once onboard, 
various and different types of trainings will continue 
being provided, for our crew’s continuous progress, 
commitment and knowledge improvement, as 
well as other important benefits, including but not 
limited to, special guidance for new crew to set well 
in their new role, catering meeting all crew’s needs, 
special crew internet / Wi-Fi service and various 
well-being amenities.

In the same way, assistance is provided to our re-
joining crew and their needs. Their devotion and 
loyalty for our Organization is simply, a reflection of 
the high retention rate met across the MSC Cruises 
Fleet.

We, therefore, encourage all interested willing to 
have a career onboard the most rapidly growing 
Cruise Company in the world, to do the first step 
and forward their CV’s to cruisejobs@msccs.com 
(Indian candidates) & mscphilcareers@msccs.com 
(Filipino candidates) … and we will  take care of the 
rest!

Training of the MSC cruises crew
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MSC cruises crew member training

Meeting at Limassol with MSC Cruises Geneva Sorrento India and Philippines team
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Personal Safety 
By Captain Bhuvanesh Puri – General Manager
& Dinesh Nagpal – Manager (Training)
MSC Crewing Services India

The strengthening of safety culture in an 
organization has become an increasingly important 
issue for all industries, with the Shipping industry 
in particular. A high level of safety performance is 
essential for success in intensely competitive global 
environment. 

The most important objective is to protect 
individuals, the vessel and the environment by 
establishing and maintaining an effective protection 
against the respective hazards. This is achieved 
through the use of reliable structures, systems and 
components as well as adequate clear procedures, 
and people who are committed to a strong safety 
culture.

To emphasize our commitment to safety, a series 
of periodic activities are carried out to ensure 
employee safety is maintained to best standards. 

The four main hallmarks of an effective safety 
culture are:

        Commitment from senior management to

        safety.

        Realistic procedures and shared ownership

        among the workforce.

        Continuous organisational learning.

        Shared concern for safety across the 

organisation.

MSC endeavours that all work place injuries are 
reduced by adopting “Workplace safety culture” 
and ensures a well-trained workforce is deployed on 
board and ashore.
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We have always included ‘ZERO Fatal Accidents’ as our core objective In order to achieve this objective, 
below is process which is followed, at all levels in the team,

       Ensuring the appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE) is available & used by crew on board.

       Verification on compliance with Safe Working Practices 

       “Safe Access” arrangements review during visits by safety superintendent.

       Emphasis is laid to increase the number of Near Miss Reports by the vessels. 

       Best Practices are shared with vessels for fleet wide and implementation.

       Emphasis on proper testing procedures of critical alarms on main machinery

       Office is involved to assist where periodic testing is getting difficult due to trade requirements.

MSC has empowered its crew members by allowing them a voice to raise any concern with regards to 
personal safety without the fear of any disciplinary action. Likewise, the onus of safety has also shifted 
to the crew members themselves and does not solely remain limited to the management level officers 
onboard.

Company also conducts CIC – Concentrate inspection campaign time to time for ensuring safety of crew is 
maintained to the highest standards.

Every Officer, Rating & Trainee is required to undergo a Personal Safety and Environmental Protection 
Course prior to joining ship , in which safety requirements, safe working  practices, Permit to work, Risk 
Assessment, requirement for Daily Toolbox Meetings etc. are discussed and emphasized. Training takes 
place at the Mumbai Training Center with candidates in all other centers in India, and other centers in 
countries like Pakistan, Philippines, Bangladesh, etc. joining via Internet. 

At MSC, we believe that people are capable of growing, learning and improving throughout their entire 
lives, and the ability to do so has an impact on safety as we have seen in the last 10 years. This belief is 
supplemented by proudly inclusion of ‘Continuous Evolution’ in MSC Group Values.

To achieve this, MSC Shipmanagement undertakes extensive Safety Training of all ranks joining the vessel 
before each contract. 

Statistics showing number of ratings in safety training 

GROUP RANK APR-DEC 
08

JAN -DEC 
09

JAN - DEC 
10

JAN -DEC 
11

JAN - DEC  
12

JAN - DEC 
13

JAN - DEC 
14

JAN - 
DEC 15

JAN - 
DEC 16

JAN-
DEC 17

JAN-
DEC 18

JAN-
DEC 19

APR 08 -  upto 
31ST DEC 
2019

AB 145 248 318 339 324 319 349 383 399 384 588 719 4515
BOSUN 49 82 108 107 102 105 108 128 136 128 150 162 1365
CK / T.CK 58 86 121 115 120 108 144 139 167 164 187 182 1591
FTR/TR.FTR 78 122 162 162 141 129 123 161 176 160 187 199 1800
M/M 157 235 323 322 300 297 323 366 383 362 432 435 3935
OS/ T.OS 101 151 175 148 141 142 164 195 182 244 289 347 2279
WPR / T.WPR 76 104 130 222 117 97 136 117 111 121 149 227 1607
WLDR/ T.WLDR 59 112 147 127 131 109 120 145 126 149 170 172 1567
G/S / T.G/S 58 80 104 112 111 110 135 145 144 148 175 178 1500
Plumber 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
Carpenter 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

781 1220 1588 1654 1487 1416 1602 1779 1824 1860 2329 2621 20161

TOTAL RATINGS TRAINED

RATINGS

RATINGS TOTAL
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Photo of Cadets in Safety class

Besides safety, the effort also includes training for the avoidance of damage to the environment and 
property from ship operations, in compliance with International Conventions and with due regard to 
applicable Codes, Guidelines & Standards;

MSC Shipmanagement Limited constantly implements significant technical and procedural improvements 
leading to reduction of risk to human life at sea. 

Below are few enlisted examples,

1. High quality of Personal Protective Gear is supplied to all ships. 

Training session at Mumbai training center
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When several complaints were received about the reliability of the Safety helmets supplied to vessel, the 
Management took swift action and immediately secured alternate supply of the best quality helmets on an 
urgent basis and ensured that all older helmets are replaced with the newer models within a short span of 
time. 

Similarly, quality of winter gear supplied to shipboard crew is vastly improved after a few complaints were 
received regarding its effectiveness in extreme cold conditions. 
Company conducts Seminars & Orientation Programs globally emphasizing behavioral safety across all 
levels within the Organization. 

2.  Investigation, analysis and understanding of accidents & near misses followed by a relay of lessons learnt 
to personnel ashore and onboard.

The investigation on shipboard accidents is, nowadays, a very important tool to identify the problems 
related to human factor and can support accident prevention and the improvement of personal safety. Part 
of this investigation also results into increased awareness on near misses.

3.  Debriefing of Officers & Ratings related to a safety incident on board
This helps to make the persons involved aware of the sequence of events, the errors of procedure and 
judgement which were made in an incident and assist him to have a better understanding of the behavioral 
changes that he will need to make in order to prevent it re-occurring. 

4.  Fleet Superintendents conduct On Board Safety Training for all Officers & Ratings on board.

Photo showing Ratings in Safety Seminar

Personal Safety 
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5.  Every MSC Shipmanagement vessel & all shore Offices are provided with On Board Safety Video Training 
which is monitored by dedicated shore team. 

Photo showing (video tel) NVOD Safety training

6.  Safety hoops on vertical ladders to prevent accidents

7.  Use of fall arrestors for all shipboard activities wherever applicable.

8.  Comprehensive risk analysis for each Hot Work activity on board is done by experienced Superintendents 
ashore. 

9.  Procedure for Maintenance & Repair of Hand lamps by Electrical Officers on board. 

10.  Campaign to change all Fuel Tank Vent heads to modern design to prevent accidental fires. 

11.  Procedures for construction of Garbage chutes on board to prevent accidents while disposing of 
garbage.

12.  Marking & colour coding of (double button) DB Tanks Manholes and Marking of Tank boundaries to 
prevent accidental opening or hot work in the wrong compartment.

13.  Campaign for the correct handling of steel plates to prevent accidental injury while handling.

In adherence to MSC Culture & Values, we strive to ensure a safe working environment 
and safe working practices on board our vessels. Over the years, with this in mind we have 
evolved into a workforce where safety is something we accept as a deeply ingrained part of 
our culture. 
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MSC Shaula in port during special visit of Canadian Prime minister Mr. Justin Trudeau
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Marpol
By Manish Gupta
Senior Manager
Safety, Quality & Insurance

We cannot reverse the change but we can 
contribute our best to slow down the deterioration.
 
Although, we in MSC are ensuring the normal for 
the rest of the Maritime industry is followed, in 
addition, we are trying to improvise on systems by 
creating an awareness among the stakeholders, 
introducing the use of technology and encouraging 
implementation to effect this process.

In teams performing for MSC shipmanagment, the 
Controls are replaced with Support with adequate 
measures in place which act as a deterrence against 
violation of Marpol policies.

Some of their measures adopted in our fleet over 
the years are:

MSC shipmanagment works with all stake 
holders to preserve the environment and ensure 
sustainability of resources, which is in line with 
the MSC groups commitment to protecting and 
preserving the nature and environment. 

MSC believes in continuous evolution in ranks 
and the team across all parallels to work towards 
identifying creative solutions to combat the human 
and environmental impact of climate change and 
also discuss ways of ensuring compliance.

Class approved Bilge & Sludge discharge piping 
drawings & Approved Rate of Sewage discharge 
table provided onboard vessels.

More stringent requirements on testing and 
maintenance of marpol equipment onboard 
all vessels. Calibration of equipment on Annual 
basis as against 5 yearly requirement by IMO.

Special (Numbered) Marpol Seals are used 
which remains in the custody of the Ship’s 
Master and a log is maintained by the top 
management onboard. All the pipeline flanges 
on the discharge side of the pumps in the 
engine room are sealed.

Stringent training provided to the fleet by crew 
ashore and onboard with numerous ship visits 
by varied levels of competency to verify onboard 
compliance is just an example which also serves as 
a reminder to the crew on the related objectives & 
goals. This training includes academic class room 
sessions spread across two days and practical 
session on the state of the art simulators.

This is also revisited from time to time and training 
is conducted even for the responsible persons 
entitled to train the rest.
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As a deterrence even the (fresh water) FW Inlet 
connections to the (oil content monitor) OCM 
are sealed.

The Emergency Bilge Suction valves and Direct 
bilge Suction Valves are provided with Cheat 
proof sealing arrangement.

Bilge Line – YELLOW with GREEN bands

Special Numbered Marpol Seal

Oil Content Monitor

Marpol Seal - Valves
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Blank flanges are ensured sealed at opposite 
ends as a deterrence for any unauthorized 
connections.

Assigned frequent intervals of internal 
inspections of filters to ensure these are dry 
and oil free.

Authorized use of portable pumps in SOPEP 
locker designated for emergency to avoid 
misuse for any other purpose. Alternately use 
of other portable pumps and flexible hoses are 
controlled by placing them into a hose locker 
made as far away from the ER. This locker can 
be opened only with office permission.

Direct Bilge Suction Valve – Cheat Proof Sealing

Marpol Sealing – Opposite Flanges

Direct Bilge Suction - Cleaning

Wilden Pump – Sopep Locker – Secured Use

Direct Bilge Suction Valve – Emergency
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Availability of portable gauging tools onboard 
to ascertain condition of separation bulkheads 
between fuel oil tanks & ballast tanks which is 
also supported by slotting of sounding pipes in 
the ballast tanks adjacent to the fuel oil tanks 
to avoid contamination of ballast water and 
accidental release in to the environment.

Over side splash protection arrangement 
plates provided on save all trays as and where 
applicable.

Climate Action is a phenomenon which is affecting 
each one of us.A lot of time and effort is put in by 
the team and innovation is encouraged. Attempts 
are also made to improvise basic & simple 
procedures.MSC is by far the only company which 
invests heavily to ensure more than minimum 
required spares for MARPOL equipment are 
maintained onboard. 

MSC raises the standards even on stringent 
requirements by applicable regulations and strives 
to create its own benchmark. The 10 hour extra 
period for changeover of (fuel oil) FO to more 
cleaner alternative is a classic example of its 
compliance procedures.

The return on Investment for such action is the 
confidence generated among the crew to follow 
correct procedures ensuring compliance of various 
MARPOL regulations and maintaining cleaner seas 
thereby supporting the life below water. 

Procedures are enlisted, complied and verified to 
ensure that the equipment continues to operate at 
optimum levels. 

With the Ballast water convention coming into 
force in 2017, large part of the fleet is fitted with the 
Ballast water treatment equipment.

Bilge & Sludge – Line Diagram

Save All Tray – Anti Splash Protection Plate

Save All Tray – Anti Splash Protection Plate

Every vessel is fitted with an approved Sewage 
Treatment Plant.

Marpol
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MSC has always taken the lead with regards to 
innovation and use of newer systems.

In house designed automatic data acquisition 
system is one of such example which enables 
the office to monitor the running machinery on 
the vessel and alerts the office and the vessel on 
improved action to reduce fuel consumption.

MSC also takes the lead and voluntarily enforces on 
best practices to be followed in various ports which 
thrive on tourism as its main income source and 
Limassol itself is one such example.

None of our vessels which visit Limassol discharge 
even treated sewage into the sea. The treated water 
is diverted to the ship’s tanks when at least 50NM 
off the shore and stored therein. For compliance 
with Chinese local Sewage Regulations with regards 
to avoiding discharge of even treated sewage is 
strictly complied with. During long anchorages, 
repair period, dedicated ballast tanks are being 
assigend for collection of treated sewage while in 
inland waters which is discharged ashore.

Taking the lead with reduction in generation of 
plastics, MSC shipmanagment is also investing in 
practices which will reduce the SUP’s (Single use 
Plastics) onboard our managed vessels. A pilot 
project use on 6 vessels was already completed 
with very positive results and such is under process 
of implementation across the fleet.

Equipment installed onboard for production 
of ‘Ready to Use’ cleaning solution, thereby 
completely putting a ‘STOP’ to ordering and 
receiving cleaning agents in plastic bottles.

MSC Shipmanagement has always performed as 
a responsible company and it will continue to do 
so whenever there is a possibility of even smallest 
benefit for the people.

Implementation starts in its office and best 
practices are encouraged at all levels in the office 
which extends onboard to all its vessels.

A mix of training, awareness, use of technology, 
persistence, commitment and timely maintenance 
is helping us contribute to our objectives which are 
also in line with the UN sustainable goals.

BWTS – Ballast water treatment system

Reducing single use plastics: Mixing station for 
Chemicals for use in galley and accommodation 
cleaning on board vessels
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PROMOTIONS 
2018 - 2019

CHIEF OFFICER TO MASTER

AMANDIP SINGH 
PAL DEEPAK KUMAR 
MASCARENHAS SHOBITH CEDRIC JOSEPH 
AZAD MOHAMMAD ARIFUL 
LATT NYI NYI 
ARUN KUMAR 
GORLI SRIDHAR 
KISHORE SANJEEV 
SOUZA FERNANDES WILBUR MANUEL 
KRUSHINSKIY ALEXEY 
YERMAKOV DMYTRO
SINGH SANJEEV KUMAR 
BANERJEE ANIRBAN 
KHAN MAMUNUR RAHMAN 
MEENA UMEDI LAL 
VARGHESE PARAVARA NOBY 
MIAH MD. RANA 
STRAZDAS DONATAS 
KHATRA CHARANJIT SINGH 
SOROCHINSKY IVAN 
POPOV OLEKSANDR 
LEVONKO OLEKSIY 

DIAS MACQUIN JOHN 
PALAKKAL CIJOY 
TOOR RAVNEET SINGH 
K. RAJESWARAN UNNIKRISHNAN 
SACHDEVA SUPREET 
PIMENTA SNEDDEN SAVIO 
GILL SHIVJEET SINGH 
DAHIYA JITENDER SINGH 
NUNES BRENDON CUSTODIO 
SHAHI ANGAT 
KUMAR VASANT 
KANNANGANATTE SURESHBABU SOORAJ 
FERNANDES RAYMOND 
KALRA MOHIT 
BAMBHANIA MANISH KANJIBHAI 
OJHA AMIT KANT 
MHATRE PARAG RAMCHANDRA 
SEMENYUK OLEKSIY 
TKACHENKO VITALIY 
BOSY IGOR 
SOPULYAK KYRYLO 
SHPOTAK YURIY 

2nd OFFICER TO

CHIEF OFFICER
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SINGH MANPREET 
BARANWAL RAJNEESH KUMAR 
RODRIGUES ANTHONY MENINO 
THIND PRABHPREET SINGH 
ANBUMATHI DINESH BALAJI 
DHIMAN SUNNY 
KUMAR VIVEK 
PATHAK ASHISH 
SUMIT 
SINGH VIRENDER 
ABBAS MOHAMMAD ZAHIR 
SKRYPNYK DMYTRO 
BILY OLEKSANDR 
KRASKO DENYS 
USTYANSKY OLEKSANDR 
TURASH VOLODYMYR
BHARTI RAJESH KUMAR 
MEHMOOD RASHID 
GUPTA RITESH 
ALI MUKHTIAR 
SHARMA PRITESH KUMAR 
EVDOKIMOV VIKTOR 
NATH SHANKAR 
SUHAIL MUHAMMAD 
KODNANI VARUN 

2ND ENGINEER TO CHIEF 

ENGINEER

SINGH TALWINDER 
KALA ANUJ 
CARDOZO RYAN PASCOAL 
DINESH SABARISH 
SREEVIJAYAPURAM SIVAPRASAD 
VIJAYENDRA PRASAD 
JAIN ANKIT 
VASIST MANISH 
THAKUR PRANAV 
BEDI VIKRAM 
THOMAS MERVIN 
PARMAR KOUTILYA 
SINGH DEVENDRA 
SOLOVYEV VIACHESLAV 
SVYRYDENKO IVAN 
MIRZOIEV RAFAEL 
LEYVA ARTUR 
ANDREYEV YURIY 
KOPYTIN VIKTOR 
KUCHEREVSKYI IEVGEN 
FIDIY ANATOLIY 
SELIVERSTOV SERGIY 
MENKHANOV TYMUR 

RADHAKRISHNAN SURESH 
SUBRAMANIAN ARAVINDAN 
SINGH MONISH 
DHAYANIDHI BALAMURALI 
MISHRA PRADYUMNA 
BALU SENTHIL KUMAR
ADAIKALAM SIVASUBRAMANIYAN 
BAHULEYAN BIJU 
AGARWAL ANUP 
KASHYRIN OLEKSANDR
UNNIKRISHNAN BALAMURALI 
CHAUDHARY GIRISHCHANDRA 
VORONIN YEVGEN 
SAVCHUK DMYTRO 
SHELEPOV VOLODYMYR 
BRAGIN OLEKSII 
ZHURAVLYOV VIKTOR 
ZHURAVLYOV VIKTOR 
LUTSENKO OLEG 
DUMKA VADYM 
GLYNCHUK IEVGEN 
MATVYEYEV ANDRIY 
VLAGOV YURIY 
PAVLYUK VOLODYMYR 
 ZIA UL HAQ MUHAMMAD 
CHAUDHARY GIRISHCHANDRA 
. BALJIT SINGH 
ROJIN RAJAL VARGHESE 
KALYANARAMAN RAGHAVENDRA 
CHAUHAN DIVESH SINGH
JENA ARANYA 
ARUMUGAM RAJKUMAR 

3RD ENGINEER TO 2ND

ENGINEER

JUVCENKO SERGEJS 
YURCHENKO VOLODYMYR 
IORDAN YURIY 
GORELIK ANDREY  
SENCHUK IVAN 
KOPENKO VALENTYN 
MAZYLO OLEKSANDR 
POPOV OLEKSANDR 
BEZUGLY YURIY 
NECHESNOV YURY 
DUBNOVITSKIY DMITRIY 
SOMYK MYKOLA 
KRYVDA PETRO 
MYTRYTSAN YEVGENIY 
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OJHA NEERAJ 
SHARMA PRASHANT 
MANOHARAN PILLAI ROHIT 
GHOSH ANUPAM 
GOVINDASAMY RAJARAJACHOZHAN 
SELVAM KARTHIK 
PANDA SANDEEP 
PATEL JAGDISH GOKAL
GOPALAN ANBU RAJ 
UCHUMMAL JOSHITH 
ANSARI MOHAMMAD AFTAB
AHMED KASHIF BILAL
IVANOV DENYS 
YANYEV VITALIY 
GORBAN PAVLO 
BYELYAVSKY ANDRIY 
YEFIMOV PAVLO 
ZHURAVLYOV VIKTOR 
SMYRNOV RUSLAN 
ROSOVSKY VITALIY 
ZAKHOBA OLEKSANDR 
LOPUSHANSKY ANDRIY 
SUPRUN OLEKSANDR 
DEREGLAZOV OLEKSIY 
SHESTAKOV ROMAN 
BILYI VLADYSLAV 
GORLEVYI VITALII 
BABCHYNSKY OLEKSANDR 
ALEKSANDROV DAVID 
BABCHENKO VALERIY 
SHABAYEV DMYTRO 
GAPCHUK MAKSYM 
KURALYOV MAKSYM 
BUBLYK ANTON 
YAKOVETS IGOR 
MANIN IEVGEN 
CHEBAN IVAN 
KRAMARENKO VLADIMIR 

Promotions 2018 2019
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